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DNA link revealed 
Convicted rapist to face local charges 
Joe Boyle and Aaron Gray 
The BC News 
An Arlington, Ohio, man soon 
to be charged with a 1993 Bowl- 
ing Green rape was found guilty 
last week of a 1994 rape in Tiffin. 
The Wood County Prosecutor's 
office will soon go forward with 
rape charges against Eric B. 
Pearson, 43, as a result of new 
DNA evidence, said Bowling 
Green Police Detective Ken 
Fortney. 
Police believe Pearson raped a 
24-year-old University student 
Aug. 27, 1993 near the corner of 
Pearl Street and Ordway Avenue, 
Fortney said. Pearson may also 
be responsible for another sexual 
assault near the corner of Manvi- 
lle Avenue and Scott Hamilton 
Street on Sept. 23,1993. 
Pearson was found guilty last 
week by a Seneca County jury of 
rape, attempted rape, abduction 
and two counts of gross sexual 
imposition.  Pearson  was  found 
Early reporting 
helps solve cases 
Aaron Gray 
The BC News 
Reporting rapes immediately after they happen increases chances 
of the capture and conviction of the attacker, according to one pros- 
ecuting attorney. 
Assistant Seneca County Prosecutor Kenneth H. Egbert Jr., who 
handled the recent Tiffin rape case against Eric B. Pearson, said 
quickly reporting a rape enables police to collect critical evidence. 
DNA evidence played an essential role in Pearson's recent rape 
conviction in Tiffin, Egbert said. A positive match was made between 
DNA in a semen sample taken from the victim's jeans and DNA taken 
from Pearson's blood sample. 
Without the DNA evidence, Pearson would not have been convict- 
ed, Egbert said. 
"There's a significant percentage of rape victims who don't report 
the attack," he said. "When people wait months to report it, there's no 
physical evidence left to compare." 
Egbert said he encourages victims to come forward immediately 
after an attack. 
The   Pearson  File 
Aug. 17,1981: Pearson is found 
guilty by a Wyandot County 
Common Pleas Court of raping a 
13-year-old girl. 
June 8,1993: Pearson is released 
from prison on parole. 
Sept. 23,1993: A man wearing 
a blue bandana over his face 
and a navy blue jacket grabs a 
21 - year-old woman at the 
_ corner of Manville Avenue and 
Scon Hamilton Street, telling 
her he has a gun and needs 
someone to love. The woman 
manages to run into a friend's 
apartment and escape. 
Aug. 27,1993: A 24-year-old 
University student is attacked 
near the comer of Pearl Street 
and Ordway Avenue. The viclim 
later tells police that the man, 
who was wearing a bandana, 
threatened her with a knife, tied 
her hands behind her back and 
placed a canvas bag over her 
head. February, 1994: Pearson is 
cited for running a red light in 
"  Bowling Green. Nov. 4,1993: More than 60 people " 
march from the Union Oval lo Ihe 
Bowling Green Police Division 
building chanting "No more 
violence! No more rape!" A rape 
victim accuses the department of 
inaction. In reponsc to public 
pressure, police subsequently 
release information on all the steps 
they have taken in their investiga- 
tion. 
Feb. 24,1994: Napoleon police 
investigate reports of a prowler 
" spoiled inside their city. A man 
later identified as Pearson is 
stopped in his car by a police 
officer. The man strikes the 
officer and drives away al 85 
miles per hour. 
July 14,1994: Pearson allegedly 
breaks into aTiffin woman's 
home, puts a pillowcase over her 
head and rapes her shorty after 3 
a.m. At 8:45 a.m.. another 
woman is abducted by a man 
■ matching Pearson's description 
while riding her bike on a country 
road outide of Tiffin. The woman 
is taken in the man's car to a 
wooded area where she manages 
to escape. 
April 2,1994: A Tiffin woman is 
abducted by Pearson and taken to a 
wooded area where he puts a cloth 
bag over her head and rapes her Tes 
results later reveal a positive match 
between DNA in a semen sample 
taken from iK ..kirn's jeans and 
DNA in a blood sample taken from 
Pearson. 
August 1994: Pearson allegedly 
enters the house of a Kenton woman 
and forces her to have sex with him. 
Pearson later tells police he had sex 
with the woman but it was consen- 
suaL__  
Aug. 22,1994: A search of 
Pearson's home and car by police 
' reveals a zippered sweat shirt 
jacket and black sweat pants, the 
clothing wom in several anacks. 
June 19,1995: Pearson is found not - 
guilty of raping a Kenton woman. 
1
          c          - -                      i 
. Aug. 15,1995: Bowling Green 
police receive a letter from an FBI 
crime lab confirming that DNA in 
Pearson's blood sample matches 
evidence taken from the viclim of 
the Aug. 27.1993 attack. 
Aug. 31,1995: Pearson is found 
guilty of the April 1994 rape of a 
Tiffin woman. 
not guilty on one count of rape. 
He is scheduled to go on trial in a 
second Tiffin rape case on Sept. 
25. 
The possibility of new Bowling 
Green rape charges against 
Pearson comes as the result of a 
positive DNA match between a 
blood sample taken from Pearson 
and evidence taken from the vic- 
tim of the 1993 rape, Fortney 
said. 
"As of Aug. 15 [1995], we 
received a letter from the FBI 
lab that confirmed the DNA 
sample we sent in from the vic- 
tim of the Aug. 27,1993 rape was 
a positive match from a DNA 
sample sumbitted by Eric Pear- 
son," Fortney said. 
The two Tiffin cases and the 
two Bowling Green cases have 
many similarities. In all four at- 
tacks, the assailant wore a ban- 
dana over his head and in three 
of the four he forced the victim 
to put a cloth bag or pillowcase 
over her head. 
The Bowling Green rape and 
sexual assault occurred only 
about three months after Pearson 
was paroled from prison. He had 
been serving time for the 1981 
rape of a 13-year-old girl in 
Wyandot County. 
In the 1981 attack, Pearson re- 
portedly drove the girl to a rural 
area and forced her to have sex 
with him at knife point, striking 
her in the face several times. 
After the crime, Pearson asked 
the girl if she would meet him for 
dinner the following week. 
In the recent Tiffin case, Pear- 
son was found guilty of grabbing 
a woman around the neck and 
taking her to wooded area, where 
he placed a cloth bag over her 
head and ordered her to remove 
her clothing. 
After the attack, Pearson apo- 
logized  and  called  himself  an 
"asshole" for what he had done, 
according   to   Seneca   County 
See RAPE, page four. 
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he BC Ncwi 
weekend 
Clinton champions rights 
Edith M. Lederer 
The Associated Press 
BEIJING - While Hillary Rod- 
ham Clinton took center stage 
Tuesday, the U.N. women's con- 
ference plunged into debate over 
some of the most divisive issues 
before it - birth control, sex edu- 
cation and discrimination against 
lesbians. 
Delegates from 181 countries 
meeting to draft a far-reaching 
agenda for women quickly found 
themselves in disagreement on 
sexual, reproductive and human 
rights of women. 
These issues are expected to 
generate the most heat during 
the remaining 10 days of the 
Fourth World Conference on 
Women, the biggest U.N. meeting 
in history. 
In a hard-hitting speech, Clin- 
ton championed the cause of 
women's equality and rallied 
feminists with a call for "bold 
steps" to advance into the 21st 
century. 
"If there is one message that 
echoes forth from this confer- 
ence, it is that human rights are 
women's rights. And women's 
rights are human rights," the 
first lady said to loud applause 
and cheers. "Let this conference 
be our - and the world's - call to 
action." 
But those who opposed some 
parts of the conference's 
120-page "Platform for Action" 
were also mobilizing. 
While endorsing the platform's 
aim of improving women's lives, 
Vatican delegation head Mary 
Ann Glendon criticized its em- 
phasis on sex-related health 
problems   and    reiterated   the 
Fourth   •' 
World' 
Confer 
on Wome 
Roman Catholic Church's oppo- 
sition to abortion. 
"It would be a great reproach 
to our society if we had nothing 
better to say to a woman who is 
poor, frightened, pregnant and 
alone than that she has the right 
to destroy her own unborn child," 
she said. 
Gertrude Mongella, the con- 
ference secretary general, has 
called on women delegates to re- 
sist attempts to roll back pre- 
vious U.N. conference agree- 
ments on human rights, abortion 
and contraception. 
In two speeches to standing- 
room-only audiences at a Beijing 
conference center, Clinton sup- 
ported a woman's right to de- 
termine when and whether to 
have children and lashed out at 
human rights abuses against 
women. 
Although she named no cul- 
prits, one of her targets was 
clearly China: She denounced 
female infanticide and forced 
sterilizations and abortions, 
practices which are the legacy of 
China's one-child policy. She also 
denounced the fact that some 
women were prevented from at- 
tending or fully participating in 
the conference. 
At a parallel non-governmental 
forum in the Beijing suburb of 
Huairou, attended by more than 
23,000 women, there were nu- 
merous demonstrations Tuesday. 
Muslim women, some swathed 
head to toe in traditional Islamic 
garb, protested against homo- 
sexuality and adultery. Later, 
lesbians staged their first 
protest. Groups ranging from 
Bangladeshis against coercive 
population control methods to Fi- 
lipinos against "U.S. imperial- 
ism" also held rallies. 
Thurstin 
repairs 
extended 
Amy Johnson 
The BC News 
Completion of Thurstin 
Avenue construction has been 
extended to mid-October, Muni- 
cipal Administrator Colleen 
Smith said at Tuesday's evening 
City Council meeting. 
The Public Utility Committee 
met with contractors Tuesday 
afternoon and agreed to extend 
the contract. Smith said. 
"The construction workers ap- 
proached trouble with the rock 
surface, which is the main cause 
of the extension plan," Smith 
said. 
In other business, the city 
council adopted an ordinance to 
provide for the issuance of bonds 
to pay the costs of improving the 
city's water treatment plant. 
In addition, the council adopted 
an ordinance authorizing the util- 
ities director to enter into a lease 
agreement with Poggemeyer De- 
sign Group, Inc., to improve the 
water treatment plant and the pi- 
lot testing equipment. 
"According to [Director of 
Public Utilities] Daryl Stockbur- 
ger, equipment is being leased 
now because the equipment 
needs to be tested in each of the 
four seasons of the year," said 
William J. Fischer, second ward 
City Council member. "If the 
lease is not adopted now we will 
have to wait." 
Council also adopted a city or- 
dinance prohibiting loud sound 
amplification systems which can 
be heard 50 feet away. These in- 
clude any radio, tape player, 
compact disc player, louds- 
peaker or other electronic device 
used for amplification. 
Man gives flowers, 
insults 
Amy Johnson 
The BC News 
A man handed out compli- 
ments, accusations, insults and a 
dozen pink carnations at Tues- 
day's City Council meeting. 
Don Gibson, a former Bowling 
Green resident living with his 
brother on North Enterprise 
Street, complained of loud col- 
lege parties in the house next 
door to him. 
"The next time I see a bunch of 
drunken college students in the 
driveway I won't be afraid to run 
them over," Gibson said. 
Gibson handed out pink carna- 
tions to Mayor Wes Hoffman and 
several people he claimed had 
helped him, giving the rest to a 
woman sitting next to him. 
Although Gibson said he ap- 
proached the police department 
several times, no action to con- 
trol the students was taken. 
"I believe there are winners 
and losers in the world, and I 
think Chief [Galen] Ash is a 
loser," Gibson said. "He gave me 
the run-around about the whole 
issue." 
Gibson told the council he 
avoided the temptation to run 
over several college students he 
recently spotted outside a down- 
town bar. 
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Police worked 
rape case well 
Two years after a rape and sexual assault inflamed 
many University students, Bowling Green police 
have set their sights on a twice-convicted irapist as a 
likely suspect in the attacks. 
With this important development in the case, The 
News hopes the police division will no longer be the vic- 
tim of the slings and arrows of angry students accusing 
them of not doing their job. 
With recent DNA test results virtually guaranteeing 
that 43-year-old ex-con Eric B. Pearson is responsible 
for at least one Bowling Green attack, information now 
known about him should finally lay to rest criticisms of 
local police's handling of the case. 
On Nov. 4, 1993, more than 60 people marched from 
the Union Oval to the Bowling Green Police Division 
building chanting "No more violence! No more rape!" 
The group pounded on the doors of the building shouting 
"BGPD must react!" 
At the center of the activity was a University stu- 
dent/rape victim who accused police of inaction and 
demanded the release of every step they had taken in 
their investigation of three sex crimes. 
The police reluctandy succumbed to public pressure, 
releasing a lengthy and impressive list of all the actions 
they had taken to catch the attacker or attackers. If 
there had been any chance of nabbing the rapist, news of 
these actions would have surely chased him far, far 
away. . 
But now it has been revealed that Pearson was living 
in Arlington at the time of the rapes, a good 30- to 
40-minute drive from Bowling Green. It is likely that he 
drove into town, attacked his victims and left, leaving 
police virtually no trail they could follow. 
It is also now known that Pearson attacked women in 
other counties, indicating that he is no stranger to elud- 
ing the law. 
Police left practically no stone unturned in their in- 
vestigation, but how much chance would they reasona- 
bly have of catching Pearson given the little evidence 
they had? 
Accusations that police had not given enough attention 
to the rape cases has been disproven by the fact that twe 
years later they were still keeping abreast of rapists ar- 
rested in Northwest Ohio, watching for possible sus 
pects. 
Sometimes it isn't easy to catch the bad guy. Some- 
times it isn't even possible. Police care about rape vic- 
tims and should be commended for doing the best they 
can to solve crimes, not blasted when they inevitably en- 
counter a brick wall. 
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Car yellers: learn respect 
Glad to see you all back here in 
Funky Town again. Hope you had 
a great Labor Day weekend. 
Anyway, we have no real begin- 
ning to this column, but we have 
a great ending, so we are just go- 
ing to jump right into it. 
Several of you probably recog- 
nize us from our almost weekly 
Friday night ritual of sitting on 
the bench on the corner of Main 
and Wooster streets. What a way 
to spend a beautiful evening in 
Funky Town. It is a great place to 
hang out with our friends, meet 
new people and just watch the 
world go by without commercial 
breaks. Hey, it is free, it does not 
smell like cigarettes and there is 
not loud music blaring in the 
background so you can actually 
hear what the person is saying 
next to you. What could be bet- 
ter? 
We have spent many a night 
sitting on that bench. Most of the 
people that walk by are groovy! 
They talk, joke around with us 
and exchange high fives with us. 
"Come on, fives all around!" 
It is too bad not everyone can 
be this friendly and relax with us 
on the bench for a little while. 
One of the things we have noticed 
is that a male walking by himself 
will hardly lift his head or look at 
us, even if we say "hi" to him. On 
the other hand, several males 
walking by will ask us if we are 
waiting for a bus or something. 
Sooner or later, the answer will 
drive by. 
A pack of males drive by and 
bless us with a chorus of, "Hey, 
baby!" Yes, this, in fact, is what 
we are waiting for. Dan especial- 
ly likes it when he believes it is 
directed at him. Unfortunately, it 
usually is not. 
We did not realize that Kim 
Kim 
And 
Dan 
needed the reminder that she can 
not form words, desires a paci- 
fier and needs the parental care 
of a, somehow, more mature 
male. Thank you, we were con- 
fused for a moment. We thought 
she was a 21-year-old able-bodied 
college student who has thoughts 
of her own. Thanks for clearing 
this up for us. 
This situation, unfortunately, 
is not a new one for either of us. 
In fact, we have both been ac- 
tively involved in it. 
Dan remembers yelling out his 
car window and how Kim has 
smiled and yelled back at these 
males. We shall now take a quick 
trip down memory lane. Music, 
please. 
Ah, yes, I (Dan) remember 
tooling around scenic, Mt. Ver- 
non, Ohio, in my friend's GTO. 
OK, it was not a GTO, it was a 
76 Caprice Classic. Oh, the leg 
room. It also had huge windows 
designed for the very purpose of 
yelling at women in other cars. 
Yes, I remember yelling stuff 
like, "Hey, Sweet t'ts," at the 
women. What were we thinking? 
I bet many a man has gotten his 
jollies by insulting the opposite 
sex. It took me until I got to 
Funky Town State University to 
realize this. What I was doing 
was stupid. I learned that women 
are not objects of my desire. 
Wow, women are more than legs 
and breasts, they can think for 
themselves. I learned that wom- 
en do deserve respect. Through 
this respect, I have learned many 
things about myself and that if 
you quit treating women as sex 
objects you can learn many 
things about them. With the fear 
of sounding lame, my life really 
is more complete. 
For me, Kim, I went through 
different phases while reacting 
to these car-driving, yelling 
males. When I was IS or 16, get- 
ting yelled at from a car window 
by a group of males was exciting. 
I was young and I did not really 
know what I wanted. I will admit 
it, I yelled back, laughed and en- 
joyed it. It was fun. From about 
16 through 18,1 went through an 
angry phase. I would yell insult- 
ing things back and stuff like, "If 
you are going to honk, you should 
have the guts to stop, too!" 
I got over this and, sadly 
enough, moved back to my pre- 
vious phase. I do not really know 
why, but it only lasted  a few 
months. At this time, I got angry 
and insulting again. After this, I 
learned to control my anger and 
sometimes, insulting tongue. So, 
when I hear some males yelling 
at me nowadays, my first reac- 
tion is anger, and then I wonder 
why. Why exactly are these 
males yelling? 
This is something both of us 
are wondering about. What is the 
point of yelling out a car window 
at some female? Let us look at 
the supposed benefits of this ac- 
tion. The male may score. The 
male may receive an ego inflat- 
ing remark back. The female's 
ego is inflated. In reality, none of 
this is likely to happen. 
What will probably happen is 
the male will never see this fe- 
male on the street again and ob- 
viously, not in his Ded. The fe- 
male is left in confusion, in fear 
of being yelled at by another car 
driving by and not in the frame 
of mind to yell back. 
This is not the safest campus in 
Ohio and there is no need to put 
more fear in women when they 
are walking around. This is all a 
matter of males learning respect 
for the opposite sex. It is simple 
and everyone can learn to do it if 
they so choose. 
Speaking of respect, if you and 
your friends are downtown and 
happen upon us sitting on the 
bench, stop and say "hi." We will 
wish you a good evening or de- 
liver a funny quip. If you feel like 
it, sit down with us and hang out, 
we welcome it. 
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Freshmen woes and bird poop 
Well, well, well, school is start- 
ing once again, old friends are 
being reunited, new friends are 
fast becoming best friends, bars 
are being visited, and the Fact 
Line is once again settling many 
debates between drunken room- 
mates on whether or not Elton 
John was a wide receiver for No- 
tre Dame back in '63. 
Along with these new experi- 
ences come many questions, a 
great many of them asked by 
freshmen of past and present 
alike, one of them being, "Why 
the hell did I put science down as 
my major?" Now, I'm not telling 
you to change your major or any- 
thing, I'm just saying that you 
should stay the hell away from 
the science building itself, much 
less actually go inside. 
I base this on two facts, the 
first being that during my 
freshman year, in order to avoid 
a downpour, I cut through the 
science building. As I was walk- 
ing down the hall, I noticed a 
door with one of those "nuclear- 
radiation thingy" stickers on it. 
Curiosity got the better part of 
all 17 of my brain cells, and I 
stuck my head inside the door. 
Now, I'm not going to tell you 
what I saw, just that two days 
later, my thumbs fell off. That, 
however, is not the scary part. 
The scary part is that 12 hours 
later, they grew back - three 
times their original size! If that is 
not enough to deter you, you 
should meet my friend Bob. Bob, 
who is a three-year science 
major, glows in the dark and can 
climb the walls like a spider. But 
that isn't what I wanted to talk to 
you about. 
I know that many of you are 
asking a much more serious 
question, which is: "Why the hell 
did I put biology down as my 
major?" Biology, you see, is 
made up of two Latin words, 
"bio" meaning "the science or' 
and "logy" meaning "studying 
stuff that we are not supposed to 
see in the first place." 
I don't know about you, but I 
an S. 
Qaffney 
think that if God had wanted us 
to look at the spleen, stomach, 
spare ribs and small intestine, He 
would have put them on the out- 
side of the skin, where they 
would be much easier to get at. 
Considering we are a society 
that relies on sex to keep our 
species around, however, this 
would not be a good idea. I don't 
know about you, but I would be 
turned off at the sight of kidneys 
and a small intestine just hanging 
there for everyone to see. 
Anyway, there really is a seri- 
ous question to be asked, and that 
is: "Where is all that bird poop in 
front of Anderson Arena coming 
from?" Well, my friends, you've 
just encountered one of the more 
serious problems here at the 
University. We have no idea why, 
each fall, 70 percent of the birds 
in North America develop seri- 
ous gastrointestinal problems, 
then flock to 20 trees in front of 
Anderson and the library. My 
advice to you is: don't walk under 
the trees, under any circum- 
stances, unless you are a hard 
core sadomasochist. 
Now, what I really wanted to 
talk to you about (no, I'm serious 
this time!) is one of the Universi- 
ty's worst, most terrifying prob- 
lems - the infamous Star 
System! The Star System isn't a 
group of students or administra- 
tors - it's much worse - it's a 
computer! Remember in 
theTerminator movies how a 
computer went berserk, started 
World War III and from then on 
it was Man versus Machine? 
Well, this Is a hell of a lot worse! 
The Star System, which was in- 
itially used to help students reg- 
ister for classes, gained an intel- 
ligence all its own, much like in 
the movie War Games. It then 
took over registration, the Bur- 
sar, Wall Street, Euro-Disney, my 
checking account and the comic 
strip "Family Circus," among 
other things. 
ME: Yes, I'd like to register for 
Psychology 384: Sexual Re- 
lationships with Women Who 
Own Really, Really, Really Big 
Dogs. 
Star: Well, it looks like Ford 
shares aren't moving as fast as 
I'd like - you don't get the class. 
ME: I want the class! 
Star: You can't handle the 
classl 
ME: Don't make me go wait in 
line- 
Star: You wouldn't! 
ME: Try me. And thus I spend 
two hours in line, only to find out 
the only class still open is Sociol- 
ogy 439: Beet Farmers of Canada 
and Their Families. And it's been 
like this every year, which is why 
most people don't graduate for 
nine or 10 years. But don't lose 
hope, freshmen; as long as the 
Star System doesn't know I'm 
writing for The News, I will do 
everything in my power to help 
you   get   through   the   STAR 
" J don't know about you, but I think that if 
God had wanted us to look at the spleen, 
stomach, spare ribs and small intestine, He 
would have put them on the outside of the 
skin, where they would be much easier to get 
at." 
Just wait, freshmen, til you 
have to register for classes over 
the phone: 
ME: Hello, Star System? 
Star System: (in a voice exactly 
like that of Darth Vader) Ah, 
young Gaf fney, I've been waiting 
for you. Registering for classes 
are we? 
System and regis—. 
Dan Gaffney is a fifth year jun- 
ior accounting major who hasn't 
balanced his checkbook in four 
years. He commutes daily from 
Des Moines, Iowa, in an ex- 
tremely fast Ford Escort station 
wagon - despite the fact that he 
is only two feet tall. 
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Poet visits Toledo 
Playwright and poet ime- 
lda hunt will show her latest 
work, "Jazz Is ... Tatum... Is 
..." at Til man n Gallery, a 
non-profit arts organiza- 
tion, located at 1222 Ma- 
dison Avenue. The exhibit 
will take place Sept. 21 - 
Oct. 13. 
Tatum has been an artis- 
tic and intellectual fascina- 
tion for hunt, who wrote her 
dissertation on Tatum's life 
and art in Toledo. 
She recently graduated 
from the University with a 
doctorate in American cul- 
ture studies. She incorpor- 
ates Tatum's influence into 
her work. The exhibit is 
free and open to the public. 
For more information, con- 
tact Audrey Johnson-Gibbs 
at (419)242-3424. 
Breakfast in BG be- 
gins 
The University's fall 
"Breakfast in BG" speaker 
series begins on Sept. 15 
with an up-to-date presen- 
tation on how people can 
join millions of individuals 
now surfing the Internet. 
Bruce Klopfenstein, as- 
sociate professor and chair- 
man  of the telecommunica- 
tions department at the 
University, will moderate 
the panel, "Getting on the 
Net: A Guided tour of 
Cyberspace." 
The guided tour will pro- 
vide information on obtain- 
ing access to the Internet 
and what's possible once 
people get on the informa- 
tion superhighway, includ- 
ing examples of practical 
educational and business 
applications. 
The breakfast buffet will 
open at 7:15 a.m. in 101 Ols- 
camp Hall. The program 
will begin at 7:45 a.m. and 
conclude by 8:45 a.m. 
The breakfast series, 
which is open to the public, 
is sponsored by the Univer- 
sity's Office of University 
Relations. Advance reser- 
vations are required and 
can be made by phoning 
(419)372-2424 by Sept. 8. 
The cost of the breakfast is 
$6 per person. 
Alumni sponsor 
party 
Alumni and friends from 
three local chapter areas 
will be gathering on the 
southwest lawn of Doyt L. 
Perry Stadium for a tailgate 
tent party prior to the Sept. 
16 football game against the 
University of Akron. 
The tailgate party and 
game package is priced at 
$21 per person and the tail- 
gate party is priced at $13 
per ticket. Make reserva- 
tions by calling Jeff Rader 
at (419)352-2484 by Sept. 8. 
Compiled from staff re- 
ports. 
Unidentified    Body 
Found in Fire 
COSHOCTON - A body was 
found in a car that had been set 
on fire in a field. 
Authorities on Tuesday were 
trying to determine the victim's 
identity. An autopsy was sched- 
uled. 
The body was found Monday 
after firefighters put out the fire, 
Coshocton County Sheriff David 
Corbett said. The car was in a 
hay field near West Carlisle in 
southwest Coshocton County. 
The state fire marshal's office 
ruled that the fire was set. 
Bike Police On the Case 
POWELL - Bicycle patrols 
have become the newest weapon 
against crime in this central Ohio 
community, but police officers 
view it as something more. 
"People get to interact with the 
officers rather just see them 
driving by in a cruiser," said Sgt. 
Stephen Hrytzik of the Powell 
Police Department. 
The department established 
the program about 18 months 
ago, paying for it with donations 
from business owners and resi- 
dents. 
About 20 officers ride 21-speed 
all-terrain bikes in 10-mile shifts. 
They wear body armor and carry 
Box Office Nears Re- 
cord 
LOS ANGELES - Even without 
$300 million blockbusters like 
"Forrest Gump" and "The Lion 
King," Hollywood nearly 
matched its record-breaking 
summer of 1994. 
Ticket sales between the Me- 
morial Day and Labor Day week- 
ends were approximately $2.19 
billion, narrowly missing last 
summer's sales mark of $2.2 bil- 
lion, Exhibitor Relations Co. said 
Tuesday. 
The season's two most popular 
movies were "Batman Forever" 
and "Apollo 13," both significant 
hits but neither one a $200 million 
blockbuster. 
Theater owners earn the most 
money from movies that run for 
months, since their share of the 
gate generally increases with 
each succeeding week. This 
summer, many movies lasted 
only a few days before disappear- 
ing. 
"You really do have a much 
weaker summer this year than 
last year," said Howard Lichtman 
of the Cineplex Odeon theater 
chain. "But it's not a total write- 
off or disaster." 
In 1994, eight summer releases 
grossed more than $100 million at 
North American theaters. This 
year, only three summer movies 
- "Batman Forever," "Apollo 13" 
and "Pocahontas" -- passed that 
milestone, with two others, "Die 
Hard With a Vengeance" and 
"Casper," likely to do so soon. 
The relatively strong summer 
ACROSS 
THE STATE 
a weapon, radio, handcuffs and a 
canister of Mace. Participation is 
voluntary. 
"We see them zipping around 
town all the time," said Powell 
resident Steve Ussery. "They've 
got this stealth factor going and 
that's definitely a plus." 
People More Know- 
ledgable about Islam 
COLUMBUS - Americans are 
much better informed about Is- 
lam than they were in the 1980s, 
an official of the Islamic Society 
of North America said. 
"Ten years ago, everyone 
thought we were all terrorists. 
Then we were thought to be fun- 
damentalists," said Shaker A. El- 
Sayed, director of the group's Is- 
lamic schools department. 
The society on Monday ended a 
four-day convention which drew 
about 11,000 people. The group's 
meetings have been held each 
Labor Day weekend for the past 
32 years. 
El-Sayed, an American citizen, 
said his son was born in Texas 
and, as an American, wants to be 
thought of as "us" instead of 
"them." 
"Our community is not going to 
be closed or isolated," he said of 
the Muslim community. "We are 
all over the place. This country is 
still a country of immigrants." 
ACROSS 
THE NATION 
total resulted from many films' 
grossing between $50 million and 
$100 million. 
"Waterworld," the most expen- 
sive movie ever made at $175 mil- 
lion, was not an outright debacle 
but is far from profitable for 
Universal Pictures. The movie is 
on track to make about $90 mil- 
lion in U.S. theaters and is play- 
ing well in Japan and England. 
Witnesses Criticize 
Fuhrman 
LOS ANGELES - Choking back 
tears, a woman testified today in 
O. J. Simpson's trial that Mark 
Fuhrman told her in their first 
conversation that he wanted to 
kill black people and that interra- 
cial romance disgusted him. 
Another witness followed to 
recount a similarly uncomforta- 
ble encounter with Fuhrman. 
The prosecution gently cross- 
examined Kathleen Bell and 
Natalie Singer for just over five 
minutes each. 
Bell denied suggestions from 
prosecutor Christopher Darden 
f 
ALL EDUCATION 
MAJORS 
STUDENT TEACHING 
SPRING SEMESTER,   1996 OR FALL 
SEMESTER, 1996 
You are required to attend a sign-up 
and information meeting: 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 1995 
COMMUNITY SUITE, UNIVERSITY 
UNION 
Meetings at: 
8:30,9:30.10:30.11:30a.m. 
1:30,2:30,3:30,4:30 p.m. 
KNOW YOUR  SPRING COURSE(S) 
NEEDED TO TAKE WITH STUDENT 
TEACHING AND ALSO YOUR ON- 
CAMPUS MAILBOX NUMBER! 
ATTEND ONE MEETING! 
Parking Problems 
WILLOUGHBY - A car drove 
through the front of a fast food 
restaurant, injuring four people. 
James Constant ine, 66, of Wil- 
loughby, drove his car into a 
Hardee's restaurant Monday 
after accidentally accelerating 
instead of braking while attempt- 
ing to park, police said. 
"It looked like an explosion," 
said Stan Korbel, 79, of Willow- 
ick, who was sitting in the front 
of the restaurant with his wife. 
"There was a bang, and then 
glass was splattering all over." 
Korbel said his worst injury 
was a bruised knee. His wife, 
Joan, 74, said she was knocked 
out of her seat by the impact, but 
suffered only a few cuts and 
bruises. 
Two other women had minor 
injuries. 
All four were treated at La- 
keWest Hospital and released. 
The three occupants of the car 
were not injured. 
Constantine's vehicle broke six 
sections of glass and traveled 
about 25 feet before stopping in 
the middle of the restaurant's 
dining room. He was charged 
with reckless operation, a third- 
degree misdemeanor, police said. 
Pat Headley, the restaurant's 
manager, had no damage esti- 
mate and did not know when the 
restaurant would be reopened. 
Little Caesars- 
CUSTOMER 
APPRECIATION DAY! 
Thursday 
SEPT. 7th 
1 Medium 
Pizza with 
Pepperoni 
Only 
$2.99 
;• crazy bread 750 
• crazy sauce 550 
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that, despite her revulsion at 
Fuhrman's comments, she still 
introduced him to one of her girl- 
friends and sat next to him in a 
bar. 
"I would never do that," she 
said. 
At first, about half of the jurors 
were taking notes, but as Bell 
continued, all of them had their 
heads down, writing on tablets in 
their laps. 
Singer, who met Fuhrman be- 
cause her roommate was dating 
his partner, said the first time 
she met Fuhrman, "He said, 'The 
only good nigger is a dead nig- 
ger.'" 
Last week, Ito said he would al- 
low jurors to hear two relatively 
innocuous snippets from taped 
interviews that Fuhrman granted 
to screenwriter Laura Hart 
McKinny from 1985 to 1994. In 
those tapes, Fulirman uses the 
racial epithet 41 times. But jurors 
haven't heard the tapes. 
Compiled from staff and wire 
reports. 
Nuclear Blasts return 
PAPEETE, Tahiti - Defying in- 
ternational protests, France set 
off an underground nuclear blast 
Tuesday on a remote atoll in the 
South Pacific, beginning a series 
that it says will include up to 
eight nuclear tests. 
The blast took place at 12:30 
a.m. (5:30 p.m. EDT) in a tunnel 
beneath Mururoa Atoll, military 
spokesman Col. Abel Moittier an- 
nounced in Tahiti, capital of the 
French territory in the South 
Pacific. 
The blast ended a three-year 
French moratorium on nuclear 
testing, which had been joined by 
all of the world's nuclear powers 
except China. 
China, which never joined the 
moratorium, conducted its fourth 
underground nuclear test in 14 
months on Aug. 17. 
Public outrage erupted when. 
French President Jacques Chirac 
announced the planned tests in 
June, saying they were necessary 
so that France could create com- 
puter simulations that would 
make further tests unnecessary. 
The blast Tuesday released 
energy equal to less than 20,000 
tons of TNT, the French Defense 
Ministry announced in Paris. By 
comparison, the atomic bomb 
that destroyed Hiroshima was 
equal to about 15,000 tons of TNT. 
The French nuclear test site at 
Mururoa and Fangataufa atolls is 
about 3,200 miles southeast of 
Hawaii. 
Ireland Withdraws 
DUBLIN, Ireland - Pleading 
for a few days to settle differ- 
ences with Britain, the Irish 
government on Tuesday with- 
drew from a summit intended to 
pave the way for Northern Ire- 
land peace talks. 
The key issue was Britain's in- 
sistence that the Irish Republican 
Army make some commitment on 
disarmament before its allies in 
the Sinn Fein party could join all- 
party negotiations. Sinn Fein has 
rejected the demand. 
British Prime Minister John 
Major had planned to meet Irish 
Premier John Bruton at Che- 
quers, Major's official country 
residence near London. 
Those plans collapsed as civil 
servants from both governments 
deadlocked on the precise terms. 
great scores... 
great skills... 
Kaplan students get the most 
complete test preparation materials 
available including computer-analyzed 
practice tests, home-study materials, 
books, software, and a training library 
And at Kaplan, we've got experienced 
teachers who really care 
Kaplan helps you focus your 
GRE studies and build your 
confidence so you can get a 
higher score 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
get a higher score 
KAPLAN 
As a \i>rth*c\tern Mutual Intern. 
your intelligent e and /"IH/I»I ttvitv 
i an Ultra/I) pay "tf in a big way 
Some ••(our college agents are 
making a five-figure income. 
Our exciting internship program 
lets you sample a career in finan- 
cial servit es-wHile you're still m 
school Plus, you'll receive exien- 
ttve training and gain marketable 
business expcriem e to help sou 
after you graduate. 
Call to find out how you »an 
increase xour value in more 
ways than one 
GARY L BROWN AGENCY 
l-ran MuGaughey 
One Suntorcst Court 
Toledo. OH 4.(62.' 
419/473-2270 
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Top positions limited 
No 'moving up ladder' for housing directors 
Heather Cvengros 
The BG News 
Carrying out a position as part 
of the residence hall staff can be 
a rewarding job with much in- 
sight, but positions at the top of 
the ladder could be limited. 
People may start out in a grad- 
uate position working half time 
or full time in a small residence 
hall, said Michael Vetter, assis- 
tant vice president for Student 
Affairs. In order to excel to the 
next position, a master's degree 
in college student personnel or a 
related field must be obtained, he 
said. 
The next position available is 
complex coordinator in the larg- 
er residence halls such as the 
Harshman and McDonald com- 
plexes.   According   to   Vetter, 
however, moving to this position 
may be difficult for some. 
"We have fewer and fewer po- 
sitions to move up at the Univer- 
sity," Vetter said. "We only have 
two complex coordinator posi- 
tions available now." 
Due to the lack of positions, 
many employees are moving to 
other institutions to gain a higher 
status. 
"I think relocating is great be- 
cause it offers different perspec- 
tives of the programs and ser- 
vices offered at different univer- 
sities," Vetter said. 
Vetter said as much as he 
would like to have people stay, he 
can't promote everyone. 
"Some want to gain different 
perspectives and experiences, 
which is good," Vetter said. 
The lack of positions is not 
something new. The University 
has had a new staff every year. 
"It's exciting - it is a way to 
offer new ideas and new ways of 
doing things," Vetter said. 
Rae Ann Smith has been a hall 
director for two years at Bat- 
chelder and is currently a resi- 
dence hall director for Prout 
Hall. 
Smith's job includes supervis- 
ing the residence hall staff, deal- 
ing with day to day maintenance, 
handling discipline problems and 
managing the building. 
Smith said moving up is hard 
but it depends on the positions 
and openings available. 
"A master's degree is required 
before promotion, but the re- 
sponsibilities don't change that 
much from job to job," she said. 
Smith plans to move on after 
this year. 
"I've been here for three years 
See JOBS, page six. Karate program World Wide Web 
returns to BG    opens new doors POLICE 
John Wenzel 
The BC News 
Students have the opportunity 
to increase their education and 
learn about self-defense with the 
United Karate System, a method 
of teaching karate. 
UKS is an on-campus karate 
instructional program that has 
been offered at the University 
for the last 22 years. It is offered 
twice each semester in hour-and- 
a-half sessions two nights a week. 
The instructors, Mary Anne 
and Bob Nicholson, are both reg- 
istered American Karate Asso- 
ciation blackbelts. They have at- 
tained the level of 4th and Sth 
degree blackbelt, respectively. 
"I was attending Bowling 
Green and I started out [because 
of] my husband," Mary Anne Ni- 
cholson said. "They [the Univer- 
sity] had a club here, but not like 
the program offered now." 
Nicholson said the classes 
changed her from a shy 19-year- 
old into a confident adult. 
"It's lots of fun," she said. "You 
meet a lot of good people, and it's 
very beneficial physically." 
Nicholson also said karate, like 
all martial arts, brings a lasting 
sense of discipline. 
"Kata,"    which   Nicholson 
defines as "prearranged move- 
ments of karate set in a pattern," 
is an integral part of the ad- 
vancement and testing process in 
karate, but it is only one aspect of 
karate. 
"In the class, we also focus on 
self-defense and working with 
partners," Nicholson said. "And 
some of the older students work 
with weapons." Building charac- 
ter and discipline as well as pro- 
viding continuing karate train- 
ing, regardless of level of prior 
acheivement, is what Nicholson 
said he hopes this program will 
do for all involved. 
The classes are open to anyone 
interested and will be offered 
this semester in two sessions. 
The first will be Sept. 6-Oct. 23 
and the second will be Oct. 
30-Dec. 18, on Monday and 
Wednesday nights. For any stu- 
dents who are interested but 
have not signed up yet, Monday, 
Sept. 11 will be a free night. Be- 
ginning and intermediate classes 
will be offered from 6.00-7:30 
p.m. and advanced classes will be 
offered from 7:30-9:00 p.m. 
The classes will be located in 
the Archery Gulf Room of the 
Recreation Center and the cost 
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WE'LL GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS. 
Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you 're capable of being a 
leader But if you're tough, smart and determined, ten -/seeks and a lot of 
hard work could make you an Officer of Marines And Officer Candidates 
School IOCS) is where you'll get the chance to prove you've got what it takes 
to lead a life full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor Anyone can say 
they've got what it takes to be a leader, well gjveyou ten v/eeks to prove it 
Marines 
n.Fr-.n*r*md.ThiHnmm 
Welcome Back! Captain Conley and Captain Anderson 
will be at Bowling Green today, September 6th, 
from 9:30 AM to 3:00 PM, handing out more information 
on Marine Corps Officer Programs.  For faster action, 
 call 1-800-892-7318.  Semper Fi!  
Jennifer Schab 
The BG News 
The World Wide Web gives 
people access to information 
from all over the world, and 
many University students do not 
even realize this resource is 
available to them. 
"The World Wide Web is a hy- 
pertext [a feature that makes the 
internet non-linear and allows 
users to access other files] or- 
ganization of information on the 
internet," said Deborah 
McLaughlin, associate director 
of Public Relations. "It's a new 
medium, almost like television on 
your computer, that many busi- 
nesses and institutions are using 
to get their information to a larg- 
er audience." 
To access the web, students 
can go to the computer labs on 
campus, access the software ap- 
plications menu and use the 
browsers to get in. The browser 
on campus is Netscape. 
From there students are given 
a revised information page, 
which is a jumping off point for 
the World Wide Web. 
"The audience of the web is 
prospective students, alumni and 
the community," McLaughlin 
said. "The University uses the 
web to put out an extensive cal- 
endar of events, which give in- 
formation such as intramural 
deadlines. Student Recreation 
Center hours and the entire un- 
dergraduate catalogue." 
Job postings, openings and de- 
partmental information are also 
available on the University page. 
McLauglin said the web is be- 
coming a big marketing tool that 
allows institutions to reach audi- 
ences in a new way because in- 
formation is on-line. 
"The web is a uniform re- 
source locator," McLaughlin 
said. "You can go to resources 
like Yahoo or WebCrawler, 
search engines in which you can 
type anything in a box and see if 
there is information on the top- 
ic." 
According to McLaughlin, even 
rock bands have pages to get in- 
formation out to their fans. 
"The web has every use in the 
world, but at the same time it can 
be purely entertainment," said 
Jim Tocco, a sophomore broad- 
cast journalism major. 
Tocco said his favorite link on 
the World Wide Web is the ESPN 
net. 
"It has updates to the minute, 
and it's a 1,000-page sports sec- 
tion every day," Tocco said. "If 
you are interested in something, 
it's there." 
•There is really a lot of stuff 
you can access, and it's available 
all the time, plus the information 
never has to be outdated," 
McLaughlin said. 
"The World Wide Web is a real- 
ly fabulous part of the internet 
[an interactive network of com- 
puter systems] that refers the 
user to additional resources," 
McLaughlin said. "It is very user 
friendly, unlike the internet 
which can be complicated be- 
cuause you need a lot of applica- 
tions." 
McLaughlin added anyone can 
put pages on the web because it 
is not yet controlled and it is free 
to users. 
■ A Derby Street man was ar- 
rested Wednesday for shoplifting 
at K-Mart. According to the 
police report, the man bought 
several tool boxes and filled 
them with merchandise. The man 
paid for only two packages of 
toilet paper. 
■ A resident of the 900 block of 
North Summit Street told police 
Thursday night that a strange 
dog had entered her yard, saying 
the dog had "his penis stuck in 
her dog." The woman told police 
she was going to contact an at- 
torney about the veterinarian's 
bill that she would have to pay as 
a result of the violation of her 
dog. 
■ A resident of the 300 block of 
North Maple Street was cited 
Friday for underage consump- 
tion and disorderly conduct with 
persistance. The man refused a 
breathalizer test, telling police 
"he was a drunk," according to 
the police report. After police re- 
turned a pager found on the man, 
he reportedly said his "girlfriend 
would have my ass for messing 
with her pager." 
■ A cement goose was abduct- 
ed from the porch of a South Col- 
lege Street resident Sunday 
morning. The resident told police 
her name is etched on the goose 
in black magic marker. 
■ An officer saw a man stag- 
gering across the intersection of 
East Court and Main streets Sun- 
day morning carrying a cup. 
When the officer asked him what 
he had in the cup, the man re- 
plied "beer." He was cited for 
open container and released. 
■ A Fourth Street resident told 
police "some girls" in a Grand 
Prix "revved their engine" at 
him and in retaliation he "kind of 
flipped them off." The alleged 
rewers made the flipper go left 
of center. 
■ A resident of the 1000 block 
of Fairview Avenue was unex- 
pectedly punched in the face by 
his roommate. According to the 
police report, the men were walk- 
ing home from the bars when, 
"out of nowhere," the roomie 
punched the victim in the side of 
the face. The victim reportedly 
required stitches after the as- 
sault. 
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RAPE  
Continued from page one. 
Common Pleas Court records. 
A DNA comparison of semen 
found in the jeans of the Tiffin 
victim and a blood sample taken 
from Pearson proved to be a posi- 
tive match. 
The Sept. 25 Tiffin trial is 
based on Pearson's alleged 
forced entry into a woman's bed- 
room, where he is accused of 
covering her head with a pillow- 
case and raping her. 
Pearson was found not guilty in 
June of raping a woman in Ken- 
ton in August 1994. 
Assistant Seneca County Pros- 
ecutor Kenneth H. Egbert Jr., 
who handled the Tiffin case, said 
he could not have won the case 
without the DNA evidence. 
"The DNA evidence was cru- 
cial to the conviction," Egbert 
said. "The reason for that is the 
victim was unable to provide a 
specific description of the assai- 
lant because he had a handker- 
chief covering part of his face." 
Egbert said he is happy with 
the guilty verdict. 
"I feel justice has been served 
for the victim," he said. 
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WEDN 
BOWL-N-GREKNKKY 
PIZZA 
$5.20 + tax 
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Classes return 
to fire-ravaged 
Ohio school 
The Associated Press 
SARDINIA, Ohio -- A July 
arson fire at Sardinia Elemen- 
tary School destroyed student 
records and bumed offices, 
the cafeteria, the gymnasium 
and several offices and bath- 
rooms. 
Despite the damage, this 
southwest Ohio village is cop- 
ing with the new school year. 
The fire came days after an- 
other arson fire destroyed the 
volunteer fire department in 
Sardinia, a village of 800 peo- 
ple about 45 miles east of Cin- 
cinnati. 
The State Fire Marshal's of- 
fice and Brown County sher- 
iff's department are in- 
vestigating. No arrests have 
been made in either case, 
spokeswoman Caryn Candisky 
said Tuesday from the Ohio 
Department of Commerce, 
which includes the fire mar- 
shal's office. 
Classes began as scheduled 
Aug. 22 at the school. 
Parents of the school's 490 
students have brought in birth 
certificates and other records 
to help the administration re- 
place the destroyed student 
records. 
The fire-damaged gym is 
still off limits, so physical ed- 
ucation classes are held out- 
doors. The principal, secre- 
tary and guidance counselors 
have set up temporary offices 
in a classroom, because their 
offices were gutted. 
Children eat lunches in their 
classrooms, because the 
cafeteria still needs repair. 
Several bathrooms remain 
unusable, custodian fat Hal 
li ni said Tuesday. 
"What we've got going for 
us is that we've developed a 
special talent of making do 
with what we have," Superin- 
tendent Thomas Miller said. 
The losses hit hard at a 
school district that is among 
the state's poorest. It spends 
$3,300 per pupil each year, 
compared with $6,680 per stu- 
dent in the Cincinnati school 
district. 
The fire destroyed class- 
room decorations, maps, pam- 
plilets and other supplies that 
teachers had bought with their 
own money over the years. 
The flames also destroyed 
school supplies including 
chalk, scissors and paper that 
had arrived for storage earlier 
in July. 
The overcrowded school, 
designed to hold 300 students, 
already had been forced to 
convert locker rooms and 
stages to makeshift class- 
rooms. 
The school fire caused dam- 
age estimated at $1.5 million. 
The loss cf the fire depart- 
ment building and flrefighting 
equipment was estimated at 
$800,000. 
Fernald clean 
now, DOE says 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI -- The U.S. 
Department of Energy, under 
pressure from Ohio to remove 
and treat radioactive waste 
from old tanks and piping at 
the former Fernald uranium 
processing plant, said Tues- 
day it has finished the project. 
The department and its con- 
tractor at the site 18 miles 
northwest of Cincinnati, Fer- 
nald Environmental Resto- 
ration Management Corp., fin- 
ished the two and a half 
months of work last Wednes- 
day, department spokesman 
Gary Stcgner said. 
The agencies transferred, 
chemically neutralized and fil- 
tered 205,000 gallons of uranyl 
nitrate, which is uranium dis- 
solved in nitric acid. The 
wastes were a byproduct from 
uranium processing which 
took place for almost 40 years 
at   Fernald. 
Solid wastes from the acid 
treatment are being put into 
55-gallon drums that will be 
shipped to the Energy De- 
partment's Nevada test site 
for disposal. Liquid wastes are 
being treated to reduce acid 
and heavy metals content be- 
fore being released into the 
Great Miami River, Stegner 
said. 
The Ohio Environmental 
Protection Agency is pleased 
that the work has been com- 
pleted, said Tom Winston, 
chief of its Dayton-based 
southwest district. But the 
state attorney general still 
must determine whether Ohio 
will penalize the Energy De- 
partment for delays in getting 
the project  started. 
Winston had sent the dispute 
to the attorney general for en- 
forcement after problems 
pushed back the start of the 
acid removal from January to 
mid-June. The state EPA said 
there was an urgent environ- 
mental risk because old piping 
attached to tanks holding the 
acid wastes was deteriorating 
and was beginning to drip 
acid. 
School costs cut 
for poor families 
The Associated Press 
HAMILTON, Ohio -- A state 
requirement that takes effect 
Oct. 1 to waive fees charged to 
students in low-income families 
will be a costly hassle to some 
school districts, administrators 
said. 
Parents of public school chil- 
dren are charged lab fees, work- 
book fees and computer fees for 
school materials and facilities. 
Effective Oct. 1, school dis- 
tricts that receive a state subsidy 
called Disadvantagcd Pupil Im- 
pact Aid will have to waive fees 
for students whose families 
receive Aid to Dependent Chil- 
dren. 
The New Miami Local School 
District has relied on state- 
guaranteed loans for several 
years. Waiving student fees will 
worsen the district's money 
problems, New Miami Superin- 
tendent Gene Troy said. 
"We anticipate this is going to 
cost our district $10,000," Troy 
said. "That's another unfunded 
mandate from the state. That's 
another $10,000 we're going to 
have to come up with." 
Advocates for the poor have 
urgea school officials to exempt 
those students from paying fees 
now, rather than waiting for the 
law to take effect in October. But 
Troy said his district cannot af- 
ford to do more than the law re- 
quires and will charge fees for 
the first semester. 
Troy also said that school dis- 
tricts usually do not know which 
students receive welfare. "We 
can't get any information from 
the state on how to verify this," 
Troy said. 
Not all students from low- 
income families will be exempt 
from paying student fees. The 
new law applies only to districts 
that receive Disadvantaged Pupil 
Impact Aid. Under the new state 
budget, that subsidy goes only to 
school districts that have at least 
five percent of residents receiv- 
ing ADC. 
Even without the mandatory 
waivers, some school districts 
have trouble collecting student 
fees. The Hamilton City School 
District had $72,000 in unpaid 
fees through the end of the 
1994-95 school year. 
Some school districts withhold 
diplomas from students who 
have unpaid fees. 
"I can't keep a student from 
graduating, but I can withhold a 
diploma," Ross Superintendent 
David McWilliams said. 
The Ross school district has 
started requiring payment of 
class fees before it will accept 
payment of fees for extracurric- 
ular activities. That represents 
an effort to collect fees from 
parents who seem able to afford 
a school's extras, but do not pay 
for the necessities. 
Unsafe tractors 
raise incidents 
of farm injuries 
James Hannah 
The Associated Press 
DAYTON - Old habits and the 
lack of safety equipment can 
help make tractors a risky ride 
for farmers, researchers said 
Tuesday. 
Nearly 40 percent of all farm 
accidents in Ohio involve trac- 
tors, said Tim Lawrence, an agri- 
cultural extension associate who 
tracks farm injury statistics for 
Ohio State University. 
Two people died in tractor ac- 
cidents recently in western Ohio. 
Marlin Mannon Jr., 45, of Ur- 
bana, on Monday started a trac- 
tor while standing next to it and 
was run over. 
In June, Michael Neves, 38, of 
Piqua, was trying to uproot a 
tree. He chained his tractor to 
the tree, and the vehicle flipped 
over and crushed him. 
Kent Fisher, director of safety 
and research for the Ohio Farm 
Bureau, said the number of trac- 
tor-related deaths has remained 
fairly steady over the years. 
In 1994, 3S3 people lost their 
lives In U.S. tractor accidents, up 
Standing at Attention 
Al Narbutaitis, from Chicago, stands at attention during the 
opening ceremony of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Mu- 
seum Monday in Cleveland. The ceremony opened with Marvin 
Gaye's rendition of "The Star Spangled Banner." 
Mom, neighbor 
claim innocence 
in girl's murder 
The Associated Press 
DAYTON - A woman whose 
4-year-old daughter was found 
dead in a water-filled pit at an 
abandoned foundry pleaded in- 
nocent Tuesday to murder and 
other charges in the child's 
death. 
Attorneys for Therressa Jo- 
lynn Ritchie, 24, of Dayton, en- 
tered the plea as her arraignment 
in Montgomery County Common 
Pleas Court. Ritchie said nothing 
and showed no emotion during 
her brief arraignment. 
Judge John Kessler continued 
her bond at $1 million. 
Ritchie was indicted Thursday 
on charges of murder, gross 
abuse of a corpse, tampering 
with evidence, inducing panic 
and making a false alarm in con- 
nection with the disappearance 
and death of Samantha Ritchie. 
Ernest Vernell Brooks, 43, a 
neighbor, also pleaded innocent. 
He was indicted on charges of 
gross abuse of a corpse, tamper- 
ing with evidence and obstruc- 
tion of justice. 
Ritchie reported her daught- 
er's disappearance on July 18. 
She said the girl was missing 
from her bed when she went in- 
side to wake her. 
only slightly from 351 in 1993. 
More than half of the 1994 U.S. 
tractor-related deaths were the 
result of the vehicles turning 
over, while one-quarter of the 
victims were run over by the 
tractors. 
Tractor accidents can be more 
dangerous than traffic accidents. 
It can take longer to rescue 
someone trapped under a tractor 
because the accident often 
occurs in a remote area and the 
vehicles are heavy and difficult 
to lift, Lawrence said. 
Fisher said tractors can tip 
over even on flat land if the 
driver hits a rock, a hole or a 
small ditch. 
"You have a lot of old tractors 
out there," he said. "And the fact 
of the matter is that farmers 
don't wear seat belts." 
Fisher said many older farm- 
ers are not in the habit of wear- 
ing scat belts on their tractors. 
Also, farmers often must jump 
down from and hop up on their 
tractors while doing farm work 
and find the belts inconvenient, 
he said. 
ATTENTION 
STUDENT 
ORGANIZATIONS 
The deadline to apply for USG organization 
senate seats has been extended to 
September 6th at 5:00pm! 
The following organizations need to apply to 
have a seat: 
Delta Sigma Pi 
UAO 
Escort Service 
World Student Association 
LAGA 
Black Student Union 
Honors Student Association 
You can pick up applications at 405 Student 
Services or 14 College Park. 
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The BG NEWS 
Is now hiring 
•copy editors, 
•reporters, 
•photographers. 
If intersted call: 
372-6966 and ask 
for Leah Barnum. 
FRATERNITY FORUM 
Interested in finding out what the fraternities 
have to offer you? Visit the Fraternity Forum tent 
today at the Union Oval 11:00 am. to 3:00 pm. 
or stop by the Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Thursday 7:30 to 9:30 pm. 
September 7th for Rush Information Night 
- Sponsored by the Interfraternity Council 
Deing Vjlreek O trengthens Unity 
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Water levels, 
leaves falling 
Drought concerns farmers, 
water restrictions increase 
Katharine Webster 
The Associated Press 
BOSTON -- The leaves are fall- 
ing from the trees without turn- 
ing their usual brilliant reds and 
golds. Pumpkins are already 
turning orange - or withering on 
the vine. 
One of the worst droughts the 
Northeast has ever seen is 
worrying farmers and firefight- 
ers from Maine to New Jersey 
and leading to water restrictions 
in some communities. 
"Every day it doesn't rain we 
lose a pile of money. And looking 
at the weather reports, it may not 
rain for another week," said 
Scott Ellis, who has 750 acres of 
soybeans in New Jersey, where 
the drought is most severe. 
The dry July and August are 
threatening the eye-popping fo- 
liage changes and roadside farm 
stands that draw thousands of 
"leaf peepers" and other tourists 
to New England. 
"They're ripening very early," 
said pumpkin farmer Peter Gib- 
ney, of Danvers, Mass. "They're 
showing a lot of color right now 
that normally they don't." Farm- 
ers in New Jersey said pumpkins 
there were too small to sell. 
Rainfall throughout the North- 
east is 8 to 16 inches below aver- 
age this year. In some areas, the 
drought is setting records. Bel- 
fast, Maine, didn't have a drop of 
rain for 31 days. 
"It's probably the worst I've 
ever seen it, and I've been farm- 
ing 40 years," said Roger Rich- 
ardson, who farms 2,400 acres on 
Maryland's Eastern Shore. "We 
just haven't had any rain in Au- 
gust.  The  soybeans  are  really 
taking it. In many spots they're 
drying in the field." 
In New Jersey, rainfall has 
been 30 percent to 40 percent be- 
low normal for the past 12 
months, making it the second- 
driest September through Au- 
gust since 1896. 
In the Connecticut River Val- 
ley, where many farmers rely on 
rain rather than irrigation, 
"they'll lose some of their crops. 
They'll be done early. They'll be 
out of peppers, out of tomatoes," 
said Richard Bonanno, a farmer 
who heads the New England 
Vegetable and Berry Growers 
Association. 
"Even if you have the water, 
you're just fighting all the time to 
irrigate, irrigate, irrigate," he 
said. 
Betty Miller of Miller's Plant 
Farms in York, Pa., said irriga- 
tion saved her fruit from dehy- 
dration but not thirsty animals. 
"The crows and pheasants pick at 
the watermelons and cantaloupe 
to get the water," she said. 
Suburban gardeners are suf- 
fering, too. Many communities 
are imposing water restrictions, 
and once-prized lawns look like 
twine-fodder. 
"I mowed once in three weeks, 
and when I mowed the whole 
lawn was full of dust because the 
lawn was so dry," said Bob San- 
born, 42, of West Nyack, N.Y., 
where outdoor watering and car 
washing are forbidden. 
The six wells that supply 
Mount Savage, Md , have 
dropped to one-third their nor- 
mal level. "People will probably 
have to go out of town to do their 
laundry" by next week, said Dan 
Williams, president of the town's 
Pay-Per-Vlew It! 
This month on tefc 
EMBRACE OF THE     IUNRATTDI 
VAMPIRE: The Nosferahi Diaries 
For AJyssa Milano, 
the innocence is over. 
OOJaLECOMM 
Just $3.95! 
We've got what's hot! Pay-Per-Vlew It! 
/ 
Ed NcucnMP Photo 
Peter Duffy, whose family owns the Great Brook Dairy Farm in Carlisle, Mass., distributes feed to his 
cows Tuesday. The lingering drought conditions In the Northeast are leaving some milk and cattle 
farms short on feed, causing some to use feed for animals now that they would usually save for winter 
feeding. 
water company. 
In Delaware, Gov. Thomas R. 
Carper declare a drought state of 
emergency on Monday that will 
force most state residents to use 
less water. Newark, N.J., has 
threatened fines or cutoffs for 
people who violate water re- 
strictions. 
Drinking water supplies aren't 
threatened in most areas because 
many large reservoirs were re- 
plenished by early summer and 
spring rains. 
JOBS 
Streams and rivers are low, 
however, threatening wildlife. 
The reduced flow of fresh water j 
into the Hudson and Delaware I 
rivers has allowed ocean water to 
penetrate farther inland, expos- 
ing fish and other wildlife to 
dangerous levels of salty water. 
Voted Rest Pizza! 
PISflNCUO'S 
A 
Open Weekday! at 4 p.m.; Open M Lunch Frl.. Sol A Sun 
203 N. Main, BG 352-5166 
Sm. 
Med. 
450 
600 
ENDS 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Any 2 Items: 
Lg  
XLg. 
700 
875 
of Vtka ■ f? Stoat) 
Add Breadsticks! Only $2.00 
9/30/95  L., _-.  1—  _ ^xrsw'ZZ' 
FREE DELIVERY • 352-5166 
Not V. d Wflh Any O1ho» OHof. 
Continued from page four. 
so there isn't much else for me - 
I need something different," 
Smith said. 
Carrie Sargent, complex coor- 
dinator for Harshman, has a wide 
variety of experience. 
Sargent received her master's 
degree in college student per- 
sonnel and higher education 
from the University of Georgia 
and a bachelor's degree in public 
administration from the Univer- 
sity of Wisconsin at LaCrosse. 
Sargent was a hall director at 
Ball State University for three 
years and she came to the Uni- 
versity for the position of com- 
plex coordinator, which BGSU 
lacked. 
Sargent said she wanted the 
position at the University to be 
part of the reconstruction. 
"I want to contribute and be a 
part of change that will make a 
difference," she said. 
Sargent said she enjoys her 
new position, which holds many 
challenges. 
"I'm learning everyday - I 
have more supervision and more 
responsibility." 
Detroit 
strikers 
employ 
violence 
Amy Flnkelsteln 
The Associated Press 
STERLING HEIGHTS, Mich. - 
Police in riot gear used tear gas 
and pepper spray to disperse 
striking newspaper workers who 
flailed at officers with their 
signs, burned a delivery truck 
and delayed papers for a second 
day during the Labor Day week- 
end. 
"It turned into a bloody mess," 
said John Peralta, vice president 
of the striking Mailers Union. 
The four-hour clash at a news- 
paper printing plant ended early 
Tuesday when officers scattered 
the 300 protesters with tear gas. 
Delivery trucks rolled out 3 
hours late with the first of what 
management said were 720,000 
combined editions of The Detroit 
News and Detroit Free Press. 
At least three protesters were 
arrested and three injured. A 
police officer was injured by a 
thrown piece of concrete and a 
guard suffered two broken legs 
when he run over by a delivery 
truck. Detroit Newspapers Vice 
President Susie Ellwood said the 
guard was pushed under the 
truck by demonstrators. 
A CBS television cameraman 
who refused to turn off his 
camera lights was arrested and 
released later on $100 bond, 
WDIV-TV reported. 
In today's combined edition, 
Detroit Free Press columnist 
Mitch Albom announced he had 
returned to work. He said he 
planned to stay in the Newspaper 
Guild and to give "much of what 
I earn" to strikers. 
"Right now what matters is do- 
ing one good act, one show of 
faith to the readers," Albom 
wrote. "I come back for them, no 
one else." 
The first confrontations began 
Monday at 10 p.m. when protest- 
ers refused to allow replacement 
workers access to the plant. 
There was some pushing. Police 
sprayed pepper gas. Protesters 
threw several sticks from their 
picket signs at police. 
Eventually more than 100 offi- 
cers were on the scene, fre- 
quently spraying aerosol cans of 
pepper spray at the crowd to 
keep them back. 
The protesters pelted police 
with rocks, sticks and debris. 
Several fanned their picket signs 
in an attempt to blow gas and 
pepper spray back at officers. 
"I was just standing there, just 
holding my ground, like every- 
body else, and they sprayed their 
pepper spray and it got in my 
eyes and my mouth and I couldn't 
breathe," said John Prainito, a 
striking mailer. "I thought I was 
having a heart attack." 
Inside the plant, security 
guards wearing riot gear lined 
the front gate. 
r Good Morning, Commuters!* 
n 
ATTENTION ALL COMMUTERS! Join us each Wednesday morning from 8:00-10:00a.m. in the Bow 
'N-Greenery for a cup of coffee or tea and a cinnamon roll (while supplies last.) Come meet 
representatives from assorted offices and organizations to learn more about the services available to 
you. Mark these dates on your calendar and plan to attend: 
September 6th Bursar's Office and Financial Aid & Student Employment 
September 13th Offices of Student Life and Multicultural Affairs 
September 20th Campus Police and Recreational Sports 
September 27th Undergraduate Student Government and Graduate Student Senate 
October 4th WBGU-TV and the Counseling Center 
October 11th Student Activities and the Campus Escort Service 
October 18th Vice President for Student Affairs and Academic Enhancement 
October 25th Career Services and Registration & Records 
November 1st Parking & Traffic and the University Activities Organization 
November 8th Student Health Service and Center for Wellness & Prevention 
November 15th Jerome Library and the Frank Ogg Science Library 
'Sponsored by the Hazel H, Smith Oti Campus 
Student Center (a division ol Student Affairs) and the 
Oft Campus Connection student organization, with 
support horn the above offices and organizations. 
KgMBackToSclioo Mongoose Hilltopper- NOW $319.99 GIANT ATX 760- NOW $469.99 ALL CYCLING BAGS-20% OFF!!!! 
MANY OTHER BIKES ON SALE!! 
Bauer F-4 
ALE: 
* 21 S a*«ds 
* SIS Shrftng 
* Alloy V*>t«l» 
Giant Acapulco 
SALE: NEW Store 
Sylvania, OH 
9)  885-3044 
Free Shuttle From Ice Arena Lot 10! 
September 5 thru 10th 
-# ft] 
Leaves At 2pm 
& 4pm Daily 
(1pm & 3pm 
Sunday) 
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Cowboy's owner 
thorn in NFL side 
Dave Goldberg 
The Associated Press 
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. - 
- Jerry Jones seems to be having 
fun challenging the NFL hier- 
archy. Why else would he sanc- 
tion a news release geadlined 
"Cowboys Owner Bucks NFL 
Again" to announce a deal with 
Nike? 
It's not something that will de- 
light the other 29 owners or 
commissioner Paul Tagliabue, 
particularly coming from a man 
who already has challenged the 
revenue-sharing concept on 
which the league is built. 
The latest item is a seven-year 
deal with the sporting goods 
manufacturer that nearly over- 
shadowed the Cowboys' 35-0 de- 
molition of the New York Giants 
Monday night. In his typical un- 
derstated fashion, Jones de- 
clared: 
"This is a marriage of two or- 
ganizations that transcend sports 
in the United States." 
Jones, who is challenging the 
NFL from the inside in a way 
Donald Trump and the USFL 
challenged it from the outside, 
already has signed a deal with 
Pepsi, contrary to the NFL's deal 
with Coke. And he has suggested 
licensing revenue go to teams 
rather than be divided equally 
among the league's 30 teams, a 
move that clearly would give the 
Cowboys, who lead the NFL is 
sales, far more money than all 
others. 
The agreement with Nike calls 
for players and coaching staff to 
wear Nike products although 
Nike does not have a full agree- 
white shirts, black pants and a 
white jacket with no logos, not 
even "Dallas Cowboys." 
NFL spokesman Greg Aiello 
said the league would not com- 
ment at this time. But officials of 
the Giants were miffed that 
.!■ nit- -. would put on his big show 
on a night in which they had one 
of their own - the retirement of 
the No. 11 worn from 1979 
through 1993 by Giants quarter- 
back Phil Simms, now an NBC 
analyst. 
The Jones-Nike agreement 
raises questions concerning a 
possible attempt by the Cowboys 
to better position themselves to 
sign free agent Deion Sanders, 
the star cornerback and baseball 
outfielder who has an endorse- 
ment deal with Nike. Dallas cor- 
nerback Kevin Smith was injured 
Monday night, leading coach 
Barry Switzer to plead with 
Jones: 
"If Jerry's around him, I'm go- 
ing to tell him. It's serious now," 
Switzer said. "Get Deion. We 
need Deion now. It ain't show- 
time anymore. It's serious busi- 
ness." 
However, even if Sanders were 
inclined to sign with the Cowboys 
because of his relationship with 
Nike, Dallas would still face the 
obstacle of fitting Sanders' con- 
tract under the salary cap. 
Jones has suggested the en- 
dorsement possibilities present- 
ed by the Cowboys might be an 
incentive for Sanders. However, 
Tagliabue has said he would look 
skeptically at any offer that did 
not pay Sanders what the league 
AP pholo/Charlc. Rex ArbogMt 
Dallas Cowboys running back EmmilI Smith breaks into the open for a 
60-yard touchdown run during the first quarter of their game against 
the New York Giants In Giants Stadium In East Rutherford, \ .1., Mon- 
day, Sept., 4,1995. 
ment with NFL Properties, which 
must license all agreements. 
Nike chairman Phil Knight, 
who attended the game, said the 
Cowboys would wear no logo, in- 
cluding Nike's. On Monday night, 
the  Dallas  coaches  wore  plain 
considers his market value. 
Under the agreement, Nike 
will promote controlled scrim- 
mages in the 1996, 1998 and 2000 
exhibition seasons. It also will 
build a tent to sell its products at 
Texas Stadium. 
Golden State 
guard arrested 
The Associated Press 
OAKLAND, Calif. - Golden 
State Warriors guard Latrell 
Sprewell was arrested on traf- 
fic violations and for allegedly 
threatening a police officer 
who chased his truck, police 
said. 
Sprewell, an NBA All-Star 
guard entering his fourth 
season with the team, is 
scheduled to appear in Oak- 
land Municipal Court on 
Wednesday. 
He was released from jail 
after posting more than $6,000 
in bail, including paying a $956 
warrant for driving on a sus- 
pended license. 
The athlete was booked on 
the outstanding warrant and 
new violations of driving on a 
suspended license, impeding 
traffic and playing his car 
stereo too loud. 
He also allegedly threatened 
arresting officer Scott Fukuda 
and made racial slurs, accord- 
ing to police. 
Fukuda said he pursued a 
speeding 1992 GMC Typhoon 
Sunday but lost it. He later 
spotted the vehicle double- 
parked with the driver talking 
to someone in a car. 
According to police, the 
driver of the Typhoon was 
Sprewell, 24, who pulled the 
vehicle to the curb and got out. 
He asked Fukuda if he knew 
who he was and the officer 
said he did not. 
The officer tried to hand- 
cuff Sprewell but failed. 
Two BG players challenge a spike by a Wisconsin player in a pre- 
vious match. BG opened its season splitting four matches at the 
The BC Ncws/nic photo 
Michigan State Volleyball Classic. The Falcons beat Illinois State 
and Baylor. 
BG rallies from slow start 
Jeremy Yohe 
The BC News 
The Michigan State Volley- 
ball Classic started out on a 
sour note for Bowling Green's 
volleyball team who dropped 
their first two matches on Sat- 
urday. 
But the 
team took out 
their frustra- 
tions garner- 
ing two vic- 
tories on 
Sunday at 
East Lansing, 
Mich. 
Facing two 
nationally- Van DeWalle 
ranked opponents on the first 
day, San Diego State and Mich- 
igan State, BG found points 
hard to come by. 
SDSU jumped on the Falcons 
quickly by winning the first 
two sets 15-3, 15-1. BG cap- 
tured the third set 15-10 before 
succumbing to the attack, los- 
ing a hard fought 20-18 mar- 
athon. 
"We took the floor with 
[SDSU] and were probably a 
little intimidated because they 
have some outstanding ath- 
letes," head coach Denise Van 
De Walle said about the Fal- 
cons' first opponent. 
"We had our hands full in the 
first two games and then we 
settled down a bit. I felt very 
optimistic about our perform- 
ance and our attitude on the 
floor," she added. "We never 
quit." 
In the second match, MSU 
overpowered BG. The Spartans 
were led by Jcnna Wroble's 18 
kills and nine digs for the 
sweep 15-5,15-10,17-15. 
One bright spot loomed in the 
midst of the two losses for 
senior Carlyn Esslinger. Dur- 
ing the second match, the Ta- 
mpa, Florida, native broke the 
1000 carrer mark for kills. She 
became just the fifth spiker in 
Bowling Green history to do so. 
"That's a feat in itself," Van 
De Walle responded to Ess- 
linger's accomplishment. 
"1000 kills at this point starting 
her senior year - that is im- 
pressive." 
Facing slightly less competi- 
tive teams on Sunday, BG was 
able to even their record. 
Led by a senior attack, Jodi 
Olson's 22 assists and Jenny 
Ostrom's 15 digs, the Brown 
and Orange cruised to a 
straight set victory 15-3, 15-9, 
16-14 over Baylor. 
"Our ball control was superi- 
or to their's and we beat them 
very quickly," Van De Walle 
said. 
Winding out the tournament, 
the Falcons had to rally from a 
two set deficit to pull out a win 
over Illinois State University. 
Dropping the first two sets 
16-14 and 15-10, BG turned up 
their intensity and took over 
the match winning the final 
three sets 15-7,15-12,15-8. 
"Being down two sets I felt 
like we were just a step short,' 
Van De Walle added. "Then in 
the third game our blocking 
came alive. They made some 
hitting errors and before you 
knew it we were in the game, 
and it gave us the confidence 
we needed." 
A great effort from two jun- 
iors, Shayne Crumley and Lori 
Hilton, helped pave the way for 
the win. Crumley added 16 kills 
and 18 digs while Hilton added 
16 kills. Ostrom recorded 27 
digs, the most for BG in the 
tournament. Solidifying the 
win was BG's rock in the 
middle, as Esslinger put up 
some more remarkable num- 
bers. Esslinger added 23 more 
kills to her total and also 
chipped in with 21 digs. 
Acknowledging  her  efforts 
during  the  tournament,  Ess- 
"We had our hands 
full in the first two 
games and then we 
settled down a bit. I 
felt very optimistic 
about our 
performance and our 
attitude on the floor." 
Denise Van De Walle 
Bowling Green Volleyball coach 
linger was named to the All- 
Tournament team, along with 
three players from Michigan 
State and two from SDSU. 
Falcon soccer invokes motto 
Pat Murphy 
The BC News 
The Bowling Green soccer 
team's motto in 1995 is to take 
care of unfinished business. 
Their work started last weekend 
with a first-place finish at the 
Akron Children's Hospital Clas- 
sic. 
BG, who finished one victory 
away from an NCAA tournament 
play-in game last year, bush- 
wacked West Virginia with four 
overtime goals to win 6-2 Mon- 
day. The Falcons captured the ti- 
tle with a 2-0 record and a +6 in 
the goal differential. 
"As a coaching staff we we're 
real pleased with the results," 
BG head coach Mel Mahler said. 
"Our goal was to win the tourna- 
ment." 
Tournament Most Valuable 
Player Steve Klein scored three 
minutes into the overtime from 
backer Peter Kolp to give BG a 
lead. 
Less than three minutes later 
Klein and forward Duane Ely as- 
sited on Dave Kindl's first goal of 
the season at the 95:59 mark. 
"We're really confident going 
into overtime," Mahler said. 
"Our guys stepped it up and they 
didn't." 
The Brown and Orange solidi- 
fied their hold on their second 
Akron Classic title in six years 
and their first since 1986 with 
two goals in the last 11 minutes 
of the game. 
Jamie Harmon scored from 
1994 Mid-American Conference 
Newcomer of the Year Jason Be- 
gan at the 109:42 to give BG a 
three-goal lead. Sophomore 
Brandon Pelton scored his first 
career goal from freshman goal- 
Keeper Scott Vallow with less 
than minute left in the game. 
"Jason Began scored the first 
goal on a counterattack," Mahler 
said. "They weren't as fit as us." 
Vallow, playing in his first col- 
legiate game, stymied New 
Hampshire in the Falcon's open- 
ing game Saturday. He stopped 
all five UNH shots en route to his 
first career shutout. 
"He [Vallow] did a very good 
job. He wasn't tested against 
New Hampshire but he did a fine 
job distributing the ball," Mahler 
said. "In the second game he 
played well he just made one bad 
decision." 
Began, who led the tournament 
in scoring with five points, 
opened the scoring at the 72:17 
mark on a goal from Ely and 
Kolp. Dan Kindl sealed the game 
at 85:38 with an assist going to 
Kolp. 
"We were definitely the class 
The BG Newi/THe photo 
Falcon mid fielder Joe Hutch heads up the field in a previous match. 
The BG soccer team won the Akron Children's Hospital Classic last 
weekend. 
of the tourney," Mahler said. 
BG was not outclassed by New 
Hampshire who participated in 
the NCAA Soccer Tournament 
last year. The Falcons outshot 
UNH 30 to five and had a ten shot 
advantaged in shots on goal, al- 
lowing just one New Hampshire 
shot. 
"What I was pleased with the 
most was that we accomplished 
individual and team goals that we 
established earlier," Mahler said. 
BG returns home this weekend 
to take on Xavier at 2 p.m. Sun- 
day at Mickey Cochrane Field. 
Smeared Ink 
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Pigskin Picks 
Week One 
Games of September 
9-10. 1995 
Circle TOUT Picks and Win! 
Standings 
Mid-American Conference 
Bowling Green at Missouri 
W. Illinois at Ball State 
Weber State at CMU 
EMU at Pittsburgh 
Miami (OH) at Kent 
Illinois State at Ohio 
E. Tennesse St. at Toledo 
WMU at Indiana 
Around College Football 
Nebraska at Michigan State 
Notre Dame at Purdue 
Georgia at Tennessee 
UCLA at BYU 
Florida State at Clemson 
Texas Tech at Penn State 
Pro Football 
Tampa Bay at Cleveland 
Pittsburgh at Houston 
Jacksonville at Cincinnati 
Denver at Dallas 
Detroit at Minnesota 
Tampa Bay at Cleveland 
Pittsburgh at Houston 
Jacksonville at Cincinnati 
Denver at Dallas 
Detroit at Minnesota 
Indianapolis at N.Y. Jets 
Scott Brown 
Co-Sports 
Editor 
0-0 
Missouri 
BSU 
CMU 
Pittsburgh 
Miami 
Illinois St. 
Toledo 
Indiana 
Nebraska 
Notre Dame 
Tennessee 
UCLA 
Florida St. 
Penn State 
Cleveland 
Pittsburgh 
Cincinnati 
Dallas 
Minnesota 
Cleveland 
Pittsburgh 
Cincinnati 
Dallas 
Minnesota 
N.Y. Jets 
Pat Murphy 
Co-Sports 
Editor 
0-0 
Missouri 
BSU 
CMU 
Pittsburgh 
Miami 
Illinois St. 
Toledo 
Indiana 
Nebraska 
Notre Dame 
Tennessee 
BYU 
Florida St. 
Penn State 
Cleveland 
Pittsburgh 
Cincinnati 
Dallas 
Minnesota 
Cleveland 
Pittsburgh 
Cincinnati 
Dallas 
Minnesota 
N.Y. Jets 
Christian 
Pelusi 
Asst. Ed. 
0-0 
Missouri 
BSU 
CMU 
Pittsburgh 
Miami 
Illinois St. 
Toledo 
Indiana 
Nebraska 
Notre Dame 
Georgia 
UCLA 
Florida St. 
Penn State 
Cleveland 
Pittsburgh 
Jacksonville 
Dallas 
Minnesota 
Cleveland 
Pittsburgh 
Jacksonville 
Dallas 
Minnesota 
Indianapolis 
Leah Barnum 
Editor In 
Chief 
0-0 
BG 
BSU 
CMU 
EMU 
Miami 
Illinois St. 
Toledo 
Indiana 
Nebraska 
Notre Dame 
Tennessee 
UCLA 
Florida St. 
Penn State 
Cleveland , 
Pittsburgh 
Cincinnati 
Dallas 
Detroit   r 
Cleveland I 
Pittsburgh 
Cincinnati 
Dallas 
Detroit   r 
Indianapolis 
Submit entries at The BG News, 204 West Hall 
Entry deadline is Friday, Sept. 8 at 1:00 p.m. 
W8NNEH DECEIVES 853-BWWW 176 E. Wooster 
50 WINGS / 2 BASKETS 0' CHIPS 
Michigan coach wary 
of underdog's ability 
The Associated Press 
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - Lloyd 
Carr faces a different kind of 
challenge this week as Michi- 
gan's football coach. 
In the wake of two victories, 
including Saturday's 38-14 
thrashing of Illinois, Carr has 
to guard against overconfi- 
dence as his llth-ranked Wol- 
verines return home to play 
heavy underdog Memphis 
State. 
"You hope coming off an 
emotional win like we had, you 
don't just come out and slop 
around," Carr said Tuesday. 
"I'm very confident we're go- 
ing to come out and play hard, 
because if we don't, we didn't 
learn anything from some of 
those situations that came out 
last week." 
Carr was referring to 
Northwestern's shocking win 
over Notre Dame and Purdue's 
victory at West Virginia. 
While he doesn't expect 
Michigan to fall victim to that 
kind of upset Saturday against 
Memphis, he doesn't want his 
team to just go through the mo- 
tions, either. 
"Hopefully we will recognize 
that we want to win with im- 
provement each week; we want 
to get better each week," Carr 
said. "It's easy to say but 
tougher to do." 
Michigan's defense already 
looked strong against Illinois. 
Five Illinois turnovers con- 
tributed to all but seven of the 
Wolverines' points, and Michi- 
gan defenders swarmed to the 
ball all day. 
"I think the biggest thing 
about our defense is that when 
someone misses a tackle, 
there's always someone there 
to cover up," Carr said. "If 
there's one thing that's been 
impressive about our defense, 
it's their great pursuit to the 
ball." 
Michigan's leading tackier 
after two games is strong 
safety Steve King, a fourth- 
year junior who worked his 
way through the depth chart 
and has made the most of his 
first two career starts. 
"It took a long time for my 
opportunity to get here," King 
said. "Once my opportunity got 
here, I had to take advantage of 
it." 
Offensively, Michigan got a 
big boost when tailback Tshl- 
manga Biakabutuka shrugged 
off a shoulder bruise from the 
opener against Virginia. 
Biakabutuka broke the Illi- 
nois game open by scoring 
three touchdowns in the first 
five minutes of the second half. 
He finished with 97 yards on 10 
carries. 
Until just before game time, 
Carr didn't even expect him to 
play. 
"Last Tuesday or Wednesday 
I tapped him on the shoulder 
and he flinched," Carr said. "I 
told [offensive coordinator] 
Fred Jackson there's no way 
I'm going to play him because 
he'll turn the ball over 
Memphis is playing its  first 
Big Ten opponent. 
Dodgers pitcher Nomo 
receives police escort 
The Associated Press 
LOS ANGELES -- The Los An- 
geles Dodgers have arranged for 
an off-duty police officer to es- 
cort pitcher Hideo Nomo from 
Dodger Stadium to his Los An- 
geles area home after each game, 
a newspaper reported Tuesday. 
Although he did not request the 
arrangement, Nomo has received 
the escort for about a month 
after complaining  to the team 
that someone had followed him 
home, the Orange County Regis- 
ter said. 
"If a player is concerned for 
any reason about security issues, 
then our security force deals 
with those issues," Jay Lucas, di- 
rector of publicity for the Dod- 
gers, said when asked about the 
Register story. "Nomo is receiv- 
ing the same kind of security any 
player would receive if he's con- 
cerned with any aspect of being 
in the ballpark or leaving the 
ballpark. 
"If a player comes to manage- 
ment and has a concern, then we 
definitely address that concern." 
Nomo's interpreter, Michael 
Okumura, was driving Nomo 
home after a game over a month 
ago when the two noticed a car 
following at a close range, the 
Register said. 
DeXter'S   not his usual self. 
You suspect the   SillSil. 
So you call  Dr. Nushlcitt, your family  vet back home 
The call is cheap. 
CTOO bad about the  COUSUltatiOU  fee.) 
Sign up for AT&T TfrueSavings and save 25% to 
Anybody, Anytime, Anywhere 
in Hit- ISA. 
Life can be complicated. AT&T True Savings is simple. Just spend $10 a month on long distance 
and we'll subtract 25% off your AT&T bill? Spend $50 a month, get 30% off. Guaranteed. This 
special offer ends soon, so you've got to call 1800 TRUE-ATT to enroll by September 15. 
No fees. No lists. And no circles. That's Your True Choice.™AT&T. 
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Determined Courier 
downs blistered foe 
APphota/Otamu Honda. 
Jim Courier of Miami Ft., returns the ball towards Australia's thomas Muster at the U.S. Open In New 
York Tuesday Sept. S, 199S. 
Steve Wllstein 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - Jim Courier 
wandered out of his strange wil- 
derness and into contention at 
the U.S. Open on Tuesday, 
thumping foot-sore French Open 
champion Thomas Muster in 
straight sets on a day when up- 
sets reigned. 
There was no indifference by 
Courier this time, none of the 
haphazard stretches or moody 
moments that have marked his 
descent in the rankings. 
This time, for the better part of 
two hours, he was the Courier of 
old, drilling 10 aces, drumming 
baseline winners and reaching 
the quarterfinals with a 6-3, 6-0, 
7-6 (7-4) romp over the No. 3 
Muster, a clay court specialist 
who ripped up his feet on these 
hot hardcourts. 
Courier, No. 14, will find out 
just how far back he's come when 
he plays his next match against 
No. S Michael Chang, a 6-2, 6-2, 
4-6, 6-3 winner over Michael 
Tebbutt. 
Reaching the women's semi- 
finals were top-seeded Steffi 
Graf and No. 9 Gabriela Sabatini. 
Graf beat Amy Frazier 6-2, 6-3, 
and Sabatini downed Mary Joe 
Fernandez 6-1,6-3, two days after 
Fernandez ousted defending 
champion Arantxa Sanchez Vi- 
cario. 
"I've really progressed from 
match to match," said Graf, who 
played a three-setter in the open- 
ing round and won every other 
match in straight sets. "My back 
is holding up really well." 
Graf has dominated Sabatini of 
late, but remembered losing to 
her in the final at the Open in 
1990 when Sabatini won her only 
Grand Slam title. 
"Her game keeps you off a 
little bit so you don't get the 
rhythm," Graf said. 
Muster never got his rhythm 
against Courier. Muster's bleed- 
ing blisters were covered with a 
yard of tape, but for all it mat- 
tered he might as well have 
played barefoot the way little 
Byron Black of Zimbabwe used 
to do. Black, who's grown up to 
all of S-foot-9, pulled the first up- 
set of the afternoon by sending 
6-foot-4, 1994 runner-up Michael 
Stich packing, 6-4, 6-4, 3-6, 2-6. 
6-3. 
"I played a lot of barefoot," 
Black said of his youth on the 
grass courts his father, once a 
player at Wimbledon, installed 
back home. "I have very high ar- 
ches. I started getting a very bad 
heel, and then I had to play in 
shoes, although my dad didn't 
like me tearing up his court too 
much." 
Black tore up Stich with a vari- 
ety of two-fisted forehands and 
backhands, and the net-charging 
Stich accommodated him with 79 
unforced errors. 
"I know how he plays, and I 
just think I got off to a very bad 
start," said Stich, the No 8 seed. 
"He didn't make any unforced 
errors. From the third set on, I 
was just in charge. I changed my 
style. I went for more. I had my 
chance in the fifth set, that 
break-point for 2-1, but I just 
gave it away. I played a poor 
game, made a double-fault and 
missed an easy volley." 
Courier and Muster waged a 
fierce baseline duel, slugging 
hard all the way, but Courier took 
more chances and put away far 
more winners - 42 to 14 - while 
out-acing Muster 10-0. 
"Personally, I feel good going 
out against Thomas on any sur- 
face, even clay," Courier said. 
"He's had a phenomenal year, 
and he deserves all the credit 
he's gotten. We're going to play 
the same match on any surface. 
We're going to play power vs. 
power, even on clay." 
Once  the best player  in  the 
game, the winner of four Grand 
Slam titles from 1991 to 1993, 
Courier lost in the second round 
of the Open a year ago and drif- 
ted in this year with few of the 
other players giving him a 
chance of winning. 
But Courier said he started to 
feel good about his tennis a few 
days before the Open started. 
"When I feel good," he said, "I 
always play well." 
The problem for Courier has 
been that his tennis shifts with 
his mood, going from unbeatable 
one day to vulnerable another. 
"Sometimes you have to take 
some steps backward to take 
some more steps forward," Cour- 
ier said. "I really haven't pin- 
pointed it. All I know is that's the 
way it is. Today I am playing 
well, and I am going to try to 
keep playing well for a good long 
time. 
"I learned I hate losing. I have 
always known that, but you really 
find it out when you lose a lot." 
Beating Muster so easily 
should help Courier against 
Chang. 
"I go in confident," Courier 
said, "knowing that I played a 
very good match. It is a good 
time for it, but I don't want to go 
outside and start doing cheer- 
leading exercises or anything 
like that. It is one match." 
Muster had his blister wrapped 
twice during the match, the sec- 
ond time when he took an injury 
timeout at 6-5 in the final set. The 
big toe and the balls of his left 
foot were covered with tape, and 
blood was seeping through. Yet 
he didn't blame his loss on the 
blisters. 
"It was no problem," he said. "I 
just played bad. He was playing 
very well today. But I don't know 
if this is enough for him to win 
against Michael." 
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CAMPUS EVENTS 
AIDS IN THE REAL WORLD 
UAO Guest Speaker Sean Sasser ol MTV's 
Real World'  Tut*., Sepi  12 8PM LG Bali 
room. 
ATTENTION DRV DOCK MEMBERS 
There will be a meeting TODAY Wednesday. 
September 6. at 6 00pm at OHenhauer's Piano 
Room Hooe 10 soe you there' 
BGSU students needing internships, practi- 
cums. or volunteer piaoement tor Fall 1995, 
Spring or Summer 1996. are invited to meet 
local serwce agency personnel on Wednes- 
day. September 6th, from 6 00pm-7 00pm at 
United Christian Fellowship Center, corner 
Pihe A Thurstm Streets Cai' 35? 7534  
BOOST RESUME CREDENTIALS 4 BE- 
COME INVOLVED IN THE COMMUNrTY - 
C Volunteer'!' No training necessary Jom 
hundreds ol lormer BGSU students m exper- 
iencing meaningful volunteer placements 
Meetmg for volunteers to tutor and act as a 
mentor to children, teach ESL (English as a 
Second Language) adults reading and wnting, 
or work with mentally and physically handi- 
capped adults will be on Wednesday. SEP- 
TEMBER 6TH. irom 6 00pm-7 00pm at Umied 
Christian Fellowship Center, corner Pike & 
Thurstm Streets Call 352-7534 
BOWLING GREEN RADIO NEWS 
Mandatory Meeting 
Thursday. Sept 7. 7.30pm 
120 West Ha" Rado Station Looby 
Old A New Members Must Attend 
BOWLING GREEN RADIO NEWS 
CAMPUS POLLEYES 
Welcome anyone interested m and members 
of Ihe Golden Key National Honor Society 
Wednesday.Sept 68 30pm 
For more mlo stop by Union Foyer 
Tues • Thurs. from 9am-4pm 
CAMPUS POLLEYES 
CAMPUS WIDE MUD VOLLEYBALL TOUR- 
NAMENT 
September 9th, 9 00 AM 
Behind the Fatcon Field House 
Pick up registration forms at 
MrlenAiumniCenteror3rdFi Union 
FMA 
Fashion Merchandising Association 
1 st General Meeting TONIGHT 
Wed. Sept 6.8pm 
FCSGaiiona 
Come hear fellow students share the«r 
unique summer job experiences. 
NEED INFO ABOUT THE NET? Learn how. 
why and mo'e on Sept 9«11 m 126 Hayes 
Hall from 5-7 PM. ADMISSION IS FREE' 
Questions call UAO @3?2-2343. Sign up today 
on the 3rd Fi Univ. Union (before Sept 8) _ 
Sailing Club 
Do you like the water? 
Do you like the wind m your face? 
II so come iomBGSU'S Sailing Club 
Info meeting Sept. 13.8 00PM. 100BA 
Any Questions call 
Matt @ 2-1957 or Jenny @ 2-3001 
UAO Open House '95 
8:30 PMCommunity Suite-3rd Fl Union 
Questions'Call 372 2343. 
OPEN HOUSE 95 
Community Suite 
Thursday September 7th 
 8:30 p.m.  
Camci - Conccrl* - 
Cue til Speakers - Famous 
Performer* - Movie:* - and - 
MORE, 
Get toknow BG 
Witlt 15 diifer&at taunminees 
(ere is definitely one witti your Dame n 
ill 
RJT more intormatap can 372 2343 
w stop try (be office 1330 Univ. Mi 
mm  
SPICE   UP  YOUR  WARDROBE ft   ROOM 
WITH 
Bead necklaces, earrings, bracelets, Glow-ln- 
The Dark items. Wed.ft Thun. 
IN THE UNION FOYER & GOLDEN KEY 
TABLE 
UNIVERSITY PERFORMING DANCERS 
AUDITION SEPTEMBER 6. 6:00 PM. 
222 EPPLER NORTH 
Volunteers needed lor Saturday AM. C < < 
Program Ed Sports, Rec majors A any others 
interested in helping people please come to an 
info meeting Sept 7th at 7pm. 303 Educ. You 
will learn helpful skills to enhance your ability to 
work with people who have a disabil'ty. Credit 
available. 
Want to be on topol things this year? 
Join BG24 News 
A1/2 hour live newscast ■ 5 days a week) 
Reporter ft Videographer Workshop 
Thurs. Sept. 7th 9:00pm 
BG24 Office Rm. 3 (basement) West Hall 
What is wet. guiel, needs food, and is inexpen- 
sive? A FISH1 On sale Sept. 4-15 Union Foyer 
10-4 PM Pick up orders Oct 6-7 m UAO Of 
fice.  
YES, THERE IS A WOMEN'S RUGBY TEAM! 
New player meeting 
Mon Sept. 11 @ 7:30PM, U4Ed.Bldg. 
Questions9 Call Heather or Rachel @ 2-4545. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Evening hours for 
Student Health Service 
5-7.30 by appointment 
Beginning September 6 
HOUSE CLEANING 
WILL DOGENERAL HOUSEWORK 
AVAILABLE M-F 3 7 AND SAT. 
I'M VERY DEPENDABLE AND HARDWORK- 
ING 
CALL 669-4629 AMY 
Need to talk to 
A Doctor or Nurse? 
Evening hours for 
Student Health Service 
5-7:30 by appointment 
Beginning September 6 
Call 372-2271. 
SKYDIVE - YOU KNOW YOU'VE ALWAYS 
WANTED TO. Skydive classes offered 10 
minutes from BGSU campus. Student ft 
group discounts. VISA & Mastercard ac- 
cepted. SKYDIVE B.G. 352-5200.  
PERSONALS 
AIDS IN THE REAL WORLD 
UAO Guesi Speaker Sean Sasser of MTV's 
Real Work)'. Tues.. Sept.  12 8PM LG Ball 
room. 
ATTENTION TOUR GUIDES 
KICK-OFF MEETING 
TUESDAY, SEPT. 5 - 5 T06 PM 
OR WEDNESDAY, SEPT.6-5T06PM 
ADMISSIONS OFFICE - MCFALL 
Bring Your Schedules!! 
Attention Student Organizations! 
The deadline to apply for USG organization 
senate seats have been extended to Septem- 
ber 6 @ 5:00pm 
The following organizations need to apply to 
have a seat: 
Delta Sigma Pi UAO Escort Service 
World Student Association LAGA 
Black Student Union Honors Student Assoc. 
You can pick up applications at 405 Student 
Services or' 4 College Park. 
Blow away your calculus problems with Hurri- 
cane Calculus. Pick up a copy at your college 
bookstore or call 1-600-393-3415. 
What is wet. quiet, needs food, and is inexpen- 
sive? A FISH! On sale Sept. 4-15 Union Foyer 
10-4 PM. Pick up orders Oct. 6-7 in UAO Of- 
fice. 
HON. MAIN ST. 
352-9277 
SUN OF M 
playing 
ONIGHT 
HAPPY HOUR: 
3PM - 9PM 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
BGSU Gospel Choir Tryouts 
When: September 6, 1995 
Where: 240 Choral Room (Music Bldg.) 
Time: 8-10 pm 
Come and see us at the 
Organizational Fair 
11 am- 3 pm Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Don't miss 
PARALLAX VIEW 
al Ihe BLACK SWAMP 
ARTS FESTIVAL 
Friday ill 6 00 PM 
Downtown BG 
Evening nous lor 
Student Health Servce 
5-7:30 by appan&nent 
Beginning September 6 
Call 372-2271. 
Factory Outlet Store 
Student Desks starling al $39.00 
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet 
Woodland Mall-354-1614 
FREE FINANCIAL AIDI 
Over $6 Billion in pnvale sector grants and 
scholarships is now available. All students are 
eligible regardless ol grades, income, or par- 
ent's income. 
Let us help. 
Call Student Financial Services: 
1-800-263-6495 6.1 FS5441 
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED INNER 
TUBE WATER POLO OFFICIALS APPLICA- 
TIONS AND TAKE-HOME TESTS MAY BE 
PICKED UP IN 130 UNIVERSITY FIELD 
HOUSE THEY MUST BE RETURNED BY 
SEPT 12 MANDATORY TRAINING CLINIC 
IS WED. SEPT 13. 5 00-7.00 P.M 
INTRAMURAL FIRST AIDERS NEEDED 
PICK UP APPLICATION IN 130 UNIV FIELD 
HOUSE AND RETURN BY SEPT 6 OUAll 
FICATIONS: CURRENT STANDARD FIRST 
AID OR COMMUNITY FIRST AID CURRENT 
CPR-AMERICAN RED CROSS PROFES 
SKDNAL OR AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIA 
TON LEVEL "C". REOUIRED TO COM- 
PLETE A SHORT BLOODBORNE PATHO- 
GEN TRAINING COURSE AT THE IM OF- 
FICE'S EXPENSE MANDATORY MEETING. 
THURS.. SEPT. 7.6.00 PM.  
INIHAMUHAL Of HCIALS NCfDED ULTI- 
MATE FRISBEE OFFICIALS APPLICATIONS 
AND TAKE-HOME TEST MAY BE PICKED UP 
IN 130 UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE. THEY 
MUST BE RETURNED BY SEPT. 11. MAN- 
DATORY TRAINING CLINIC IS TUES SEPT 
12. 5:00 7 00PM 
Late Night Study Lounge 
Falcon's Nest (in Ihe Union) 
Sun-Thurs 11 PM-4 Am 
Fresh Pizza. Subs, & snacks avail, til 3AM 
'Meal Cards accepted unni 3 AM * 
MUD DIVE '95 
Seplember 9th, 9 00 AM. 
Pick up registration forms at: 
Mileti Alumni Center or 3rd FI. Union 
'Captain mtg. Wed .Sepl 6 9:00 Alum Center 
NEED TO PICK UP ANOTHER CREDIT 
HOUR? LEARN HOW TO ICE SKATE! 
SPACES STILL AVAILABLE IN BASIC 
SKATING CLASSES (PEG 160 S 260). CALL 
372-2264 FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
Need lo talk to 
A Doctor or Nurse7 
Evening hours tor 
Student Health Service 
57.30 by appointment 
Beginning Seplember 6 
Call 372-2271. 
ORGANIZATIONS ADVISORS S PRESI- 
DENTS: Please mark your calanders lor ihe 
annual President & Advisors Reception on 
Wed . Sept 13 Irom 7:00p.m -9:00p m in the 
Community Suite ol the University Union. It is 
imperative that a represeniitve Irom your or- 
ganizalion attend Pertinent information regard- 
ing ihe 'NEW' Code ol Student Conduct and 
new policies and procedures atlectmg your 
group will be covered. Please make your res- 
ervation by calling the Office of Sludeni Lile al 
372-2843.  
PARALLAX VIEW 
Tom Gorman, Greg Wilder, 
Demeirius Steinmetz 
Live in concert 
6PM Friday. Downtown BG 
Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test. 
Confidential & Caring. 
354-4673 B.G. Pregnancy Center 
RIFLE CLUB 
seeks experienced competitors 
XXXXX 354-2401 XXXXX. 
WOMENSSOCCER 
Tryouts for women's club soccer [earn will be 
held 9/5 - 9/8 by the lootball stadium from 
4:30-6:30 Any questions call Dawn 2-4092. 
Single Mom's Suppon Group 
tor single mothers or those expecting and 
planning k} parent. 
Call 354-4673 for information. 
BG Pregnancy Center 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS need to register 
their organization by Wed.. Sept. 13. Registra- 
tion forms are available in ihe Office of Student 
Life. Room 405 Student Services Building. It 
your group is not registered, you will not be eli- 
gible to reserve space on campus, hold events. 
etc. For more information call us at 372-2843 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS FAIR 
Come one, come all lo the Student Organiza- 
tions Fair, Wed.. Sept. 6, 1995 from 
11 00a m 3 00p m m Ihe Lenhan Ballroon ol 
the University Union. Free popcorn and soda*1 
Approximately 95 student organizations will be 
represented Stop by and GET INVOLVED" 
THE WORLD IS MADE OF GLASS 
THE WORLD IS MADE OF GLASS 
The new CO by BG't own 
Parallax View 
Available Sept. 8th 
THE WORLD IS MADE OF CLASS 
THE WORLD IS MADE OF GLASS 
TOLEDO CORPORATE GIANT NEEDS 
MARKETING MAJOR WITH AT LEAST A 3 0 
GPA FOR P.T FALL COOP IN MARKETING 
DEPT CONTACT COOP PROGRAM. 310 
SADDLEMIRE STUDENT SERVICES BLDG , 
372-2451 W/RCSUME IMMEDIATELY' 
WANTED: 
Two Responsible Gentlemen 
to fill Ihe position of Houseboys 
lor the Delta Gamma House 
Slop by the house lo apply 
WANTED 
1 Female roommate needed for 95-96 school 
year House localedl block from campus (cor- 
ner ol Ridge A N. Enter prise) Own Room!! 
$165 month/ plus utilities & gas. 
Call353-2429 ash for Mary Jo or leave a mes- 
sage 
2 Female Roommates needed for 95 96 school 
year. Apartment located on N Enterprise Very 
afforrjatne. Call 354-3173. Ash lor Room or Ju- 
lie. 
BGSU S Sailing Club needs another boat. If 
you have any info on Lasers or Flying Jr.'s 
please call Matt @ 2-1057 or Jenny @2 3001 
FEMALE SUOLEASER NEED€D for Fall "95 
and/or Spnng "96 semesters. Air Conditioned, 
2 car garage, deck, free water & sewer. $175 * 
utilities. CTI 353-1246. 
Female SuWeaser; non-smoking 
$135.00 per month 
Call 354 3149 
One male roommate needed 
Field Manor Apis. 2 blks. from campus. Rent 
and eieclnc.Cail 352-6421.  
Wanted: A Female Subleaser. Own room; apt. 
furnished call 353-2192. 
HELP WANTED 
■ 1AAAA! Earn $2500 & Free Spring Break 
Trlpsl Sell 8 Trips & Go Free! Best Trips & 
Prices! Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica, Flor- 
ida! Spring Braak Travol? .-800-678-6386. 
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars 
No experience required. Begin now. For info 
call 301-306-1207.  
$33100. Sell 72 college T-shirts • profit 
$331.00. Risk-free. Choose from 27 designs. 
or design own Free catalog 1-800-700-4822. 
$35.000'YR. INCOME potential. Reading 
boo-s Toll Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. R-20/6 
lor details. 
$35,000'YR INCOME potential. Reading 
books. Toll Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. F-2076 
for details.  
"COMMUNICATION" 
$25,000 
SKILLS 
I! you enjoy greeting people, this ts your career 
opportunity. Positive attitude & neat appear- 
ance a must. Excellent income potential. Start 
immediately. Will Tram" Call 866 0875 to set up 
in!i''v«-w  
Are you a 
SPORTS MINDED STUDENT 
$3.000/mo. 
National Company new to Toledo 
Needs sales reps., managers, and 
trainers. We (ram. 
Call for interview 
419-865-8380 
128 N. Main St.   •   Downtown 
"Your Music Library" 
6 * 
* 
BUYS & SELLS 
USED 
**«« *
VS CD'S 
BRING IN YOUR OLD... 
$—       ...TRADE IN FOR New!!! 
1 OFF EACH USED CD WITH THIS AD! 
:*"*"* * * * * * * ****************** 
BOWLING GREEN STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
FORREST CREASON GOLF 
COURSE 
Student Fall Passes 
Are Now Available 
Charge Your Pass To Your Bursar 
Account with Proper Identification 
East Poe Road 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
(419)372-2674 
Phone For Tee Times 
All The Golf You Can Play 
For Only $50.00 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT 
Fishing Industry 
Earn up to $3,000-$6,000* per month. 
Room & Board1 Transportation! Male/Female. 
No experience necessary! (206)545-4155 ext 
ASS441.  
ATTENTION TOUR GUIDES 
KICK-OFF MEETING 
TUESDAY. SEPT. 5 • 5 TO 6PM 
OR WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 6 • S T06PM 
ADMISSIONS OFFICE - MCFALL 
Bnng your own schedules" 
8ILINGUALS 
International Marketing Firm expanding rapid- 
ly. We have various positions available. Seek- 
ing quality people who are motivated and good 
m public relations. Senous inquiries only Call 
4198658380  
Child care m my Perrysburg home. Flexible 
schedule. 6-8 hrs. open a week. 3yr. & 10 
month old. Must be CARING, dependable, 
non-smoker, exp., ref. A transp Call after 6pm 
ask fc Gayle or leave message. 
419-874-7781 
Crazy Cash 
Like lo be trained by individuals making over 
$20,000 a month I was and earned over 
$18,000 
my first two months. If money eiotes you call 
rep. @419-866-0875 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING 
Earn up to $2,000 plus/month wonting on 
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. World 
travel Seasonal & full-time employment avail- 
able No expenence necessary. 
For more information call 
1-206634 0468ex: C55441. 
Day Care in my home 
MF 8-1:30 
354-1976 
Desk clerk needed 4PM-Midnight. 4 nights per 
week: Tues , Fn . Sal., Sun. Long term, posi- 
tions. Apply at Buckeye Budget Motor  Inn 
brwn.BAM4PM 352-1520  
Earn cash stulfing envelopes al home. All ma- 
terials provided Send SASE to P.O. Box 774. 
Olathe.KS 66051.  
Exp. loving female, non-smoker to care lor 3 
children in our home. Must be avail. 8:30-12:30 
Tues & Thurs Own Trans. Please call 
3520172. leave name and number.  
Full'part time positions now open in 24 hr. 
Subway Sandwich Shop 15 mm. east of BG. 
Shifts avail.to fit many schedules. $5/nr. to 
start Ability to work midnights a plus. Apply in 
person at Subway/Fuel Marl at intersection of 
Ri 6&?3  
Lawn Maintenance PT A FT. Flexible scned- 
ule Can 352 5822  
Light industrial assembly Local assignment 
wilhin walking distance Irom campus. 
$6 00/hr. 4 hrs or more needed with flexible 
daily schedule Call 352-2099, ask for Ann or 
Gary. 
Local manufacturing company has need of 
pan-time unskilled production employees. 
These jobs are mainly asembly ol small parts 
Work 15-35 hours a week around your school 
schedule Only one block off BGSU campus, 
so.ii" of Wooster Street, so you can walk or 
drive. Many BGSU students work at this plant 
Rate of pay is $4 25 per hour. Come by lo 
pickup an application form Advanced Spe- 
cialty Products. Inc., 428 Clough Street. Bowl- 
ing Green. Ohio 43402. 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING 
Seasonal and full-time employment available 
at National Parks. Forests & Wildlife Preser- 
ves.    Benefits    and    bonuses!    Call: 
1 206 545 4804 cxt N55441.  
Need a GREAT job? Want expenence m sales, 
marketing, public relations' TELEFUND is for 
you" Come see what we're all about- 
Applications and job descriptions available at 
Mi lei i Alumni Center. August 30-September 8. 
Our firm is looking for individuals who want to 
gam comprehensive management experience 
next summer. Earn $6,000 to $t0,000 per 
summer. Positions available in select Cleve- 
land suburbs. Columbus. Ak/on. Canton, and 
mo-e. Call 1-800 887-1960. 
Pamier needed immediatfy. Must have experi- 
ence and transportation, Flexible hours and 
full-time Cail35?-4?65.  
Part time babysitting position in my south 
Toledo home. M-W-F 7:30am - 12:30pm. Posi- 
tion starts immediately. Nonsmoker. Refer- 
ences required. Please call after 5pm 
419-389 1859  
Parttime - Nights. Janitorial/cleaning. 
Sylvania area business. 
685-4485,ask for Darrell. 
15 B LARGE CHEESE PIZZA 
DELIVERED!!! 
353-5711 
PART-TIME(lShpw) instructional aide for adult 
education program to act as liaison between 
volunteers and coordinator at multiple sites. 
Must have reliable transportation. Some even- 
ings. Duties include teaching small-group adult 
classes, record keeping, and testing Good 
interpersonal and computer skills required 
Send resume and 3 references to ABCDRead. 
c/o Wood County District Public Library. 251 
N. Mam. BG. OH 43402 until 9V18 NO 
PHONF CALLS.  
RESORT JOBS Studenis Needed' 
Earn to$i2/hr and tips. Theme Parks. Hotels. 
Spas, and more Destinations include Florida. 
Hawan. Colorado & So. California Call Resort 
Employment Sorvices 1-206 632-OiSO eat 
RS5441. ^  ' 
Restaurant help Pt.time lunches A weekend 
closings Above mm. wage starting w/ 30 day 
review Apply at SubwayPerrysburg OH 
26611 Rt 25 A 1475 or 10677 R[ 20 A 175 
Immediate openings' 
SPRING BREAK '96 - SELL TRIPS. EARN 
CASH A GO FREE"' Student Travel Services 
is now hiring campus representatives Lowest 
rates to Jamaica, Cancun. Daytona and Pan- 
amnCiry Beach Call 1-800 648-4849. 
Students warned to promote the most killer 
Spnng Break Trips on campus. Earn high $$ 
commissions and free tnps" Must be outgoing 
and creative. Call immediately 1-800-SURFS- 
UP 
Toledo Country Club now looking to hire 
waiters/wanressos. We will work with your 
schedule. Call Cnns to set up interview at 
419382 3416  
Wanted: Person to do industrial cleaning at 
local aulo dealer Pt time evening. Contact 
Marianne 352-2553. 
Weekend babysitter for Fn A Sat nights. Call 
Pam at 352 3122 
WILDANDCRAZY 
I need 6 motivaced individuals 
to work as a team to help new company 
grow Neat appearance and leadership 
qualities a must. Call 419 665-8380. 
FOR SALE 
1985 Buick Skyhawk. 2 DR. 126 K, excellent 
running condition. Asking $900. 372-5312. 
1987 Motorcycle CBR 1000 
$2900 
Call 354-0810 
GOVT FORECLOSED homes lorpenmes on 
$1. Delinquent Tax. Repos, REO's. Your Area. 
Toll Free (1 > 800 898-9778 E xt. H 2076 for cur- 
rent listings 
Loft for sale $60 00. Call 353-6231 talk to 
Mark  
Stair Climber For Sale 
$50 
Call352 29i5 
Taylor 6i2C Acoustic guitar w/ hard snell 
case. Mm Condition- $1250, Call 354-4219 
alter 5:30 pm.. 
fy^p  liarjgc* 
AS 
GOOD AS 
Recognized at all 
campus dining services 
BG CHOICES 
Application. 
available at any 
dining location 
BIG Charge Hotline: 
(419) 372-7933 
f^K,     Fish Sale 
ll'jtfp 59.00 each 
*£»    GSS® PREE NCIUDE8:         V-4J LN-' 
•BETA FISH 
* RSH BOWL Yil GRAVEL AND A PLANT 
* WATER CONDITIONER 
' INFORMATION PACKET 
<BJJRSARABO?> 
UNION FOYER   ~^HC^ 
EDUCATION BLDG. ITEPI ^ 
10:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M. 
SEPTEMBER 4th-15ttl 
JAZZ 
NIGHT 
FEATURING: 
Mark Kiesicettfr 
on Piano 
104 S. MAIN BOWLING GREEN, OH 353-0988 
